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The development 0f a computer code was undertaken to 
calculate the fission product nuclide concentration for 
spent fuel discharged from a nuclear reactor, as a func-
tion of irradiation time, cooling time, neutron flux, and 
element cross section. The necessary input data was pre-
pared from the basic nuclear data for fission of uraniurn-
235 and plutonium-239. Calculations are also made for to-
tal or selective element beta heating and total gamma flux 
according to user selected input groups. These calcula-
tions would be useful in fuel element shielding, cooling, 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Knowledge of the fission product spectrum, with re-
spect to both atomic numbers and mass numbers, is often 
necessary in the reprocessing of nuclear fuel and the 
waste disposal industry. From this information, activity 
levels for shielding requirements and heat generation 
rates for cooling requirements may be calculated. These 
will depend upon irradiation time, cooling time, half-
lives, cross sections, neutron energy, and decay energies 
as major factors. 
At the present time, although calculation methods 
and equations are well known, the data required is far 
from complete. The data that is known, if compared from 
different reliable sources, may still vary. Although 
1 
the nuclear decay equations and their solutions are iel-
atively standard, the length and complexity of these equa-
tions lend themselves well to human error. The input data 
and number of equations to be solved represent a momentous 
task and the sol11tion of such equations might very well 
prove economically unfeasible. 
The technique described herein 1s incorporated in a 
computer program that solves such equations as mentioned 
above in a relatively short period of time with a minimum 
chance of human error. 
2 
II. PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 
The importance of fission product concentration is 
ever present in almost all phases of the reactor industry. 
Glasstone and Sesonke (Ref. 1), Lamarsh (Ref. 2), 
Meghreblian and Holmes (Ref. 3) and others indicate this 
fact in their treatment of the different facets of the nu-
clear industry. Known fission product concentrations are 
necessary for deducing effects of reactor mishaps and fall-
out from nuclear weaponry. Reactor control is dependent 
on fission product buildup as is heat generation in spent 
fuel. Handling of spent and partially spent fuel, fuel 
reprocessing and waste disposal require knowledge of the 
activity of the subject material so that human dosage and 
processing techniques may be determined. Knowledge of 
fission product concentrations and fission product activi-
ty can not only help the nuclear industry be more efficient, 
but help save lives as well. 
lfuen reactors were in their infancy, fission product 
calculations were a long and tedious process requiring 
many man hours of computations involving the buildup and 
decay equations. These equations were generalized and put 
in symmetric form by Bateman (Ref. 4). These formulae 
were developed some time before the beginning of the nu-
clear age, and, although exact by theory, still required 
many hours of calculation and were subject to human error. 
As early as 1950, graphical representations were 
given for general a11d specific irradiation and cooling 
times (Ref. 5). Graphical metl1ods are still employed to-
day, but &re generally used for rough calculations rather 
than accurate answers. Later editions of these graphs al-
so give average and total beta energy of fission products 
in addition to fission product concentrations (Ref. 6). 
As nuclear knowledge increased and digital computers carne 
into being, hours of calculations were condensed to sec-
onds with a minimum of human error. The more exact methods 
of calculating fission product concentrations became eco-
nolnically available to the user due to the great speed and 
relative availability of large computers. Some of the 
earlier programs written calculate only the fission product 
spectra. One, which might be called the predecessor of the 
program presented in this paper, was written by W.D. Owengs 
of Martin Company (Ref. 7), and calculates only the total 
fission product activity. Another program along this line 
is Delayne's method for specific calculations on individ-
ual isotopes (Ref. 8). 
Later programs, such as FIP, 1~ritten by G. Casadei 
(Ref. 9), numerically solve the differential equations 
gcverning the buildup and decay of fission products as 
a function of irradiation and decay times only. Another 
program along this line, by N. Harris of Atomics Inter-
national (Ref. 10) obviously written for nuclear fallout 
3 
or reactor mishaps, calculates fission product buildup 
and decay and then calculates dose rates to various or-
gans of the body due to inhalation of airborne contamin-
ations. 
Perhaps the best of the more recent programs in this 
area is a computer code developed by Oak Ridge Laboratory 
(Ref. 11) called PHOEBE. This code calculates fission 
product buildup and decay as a function of neutron flux, 
irradiation and cooling times. Functions are also devel-
oped for beta and gamma release rates. The derivation, 
usage, and modification for other purposes of these func-
tions are explained in this report. 
By no means are the references noted a complete list 
of available material. Literally hundreds of articles 
exist on different methods of calculating fission product 
buildup and decay, and beta and ganuna release rates. Also, 
many computer programs exist using many of these methods 
and other shortened versions. 
The Bateman equations are the basis of all decay 
and production of radioisotopes in decay chgins. These 
equations, though simply solved, are tedious. They be-
gin with the basic differen-rial equation £or dcc:1y to a 
daughter and p-.:occed through a chain. Evans (Re£. 4) 




-A t -A t -A t -A t 
N Ao(h e a b m +h n ) = +hb e + • • • +h e e (1) 
a m n 
where: 
N = number of atoms in decay daughter N after 
time t 
A Ab A.c Am 
h a = x--=-x-a A -A A -A A -A 
n a b a c a m a 
A a Ab A Am 
hb = c . . . r--=-x-).. -A A -).. ).c-Ab a b n b m b 
h = 
A a Ab Ac Am 
r--T ... m /\b-Am A -).. ).. -).. a m c m n m 
A Ab ).. Am 
h a c = x--=r . . . n A -).. A -).. ).. -A. 
a 11 b n c n m n 
Equation (1) can be stated in a more general sense 
as follows: The number of atoms present of a given nuclide 
(N) after any time (t) is equal to the number of atoms pres-
ent at the beginning of the chain (Ao) times a sum of 
probabilities of decay. The probabilities of decay is 
-A..t 
the probability that the atom will decay (e J ) times 
the probability that an atom belongs to this decay daughter 
(h), i.e., the fraction of Ao decaying by this mode. This 
could be made more general by letting, "probability that 
6 
something will happen to the atom", replace, "probability 
that the atom will decay". 
Ao need not be the number of atoms beginning the chain, 
but may be broken down into the number of atoms present at 
each step of the chain (Y). 
If we now follow closely the general solution of the 
original decay equation letting each element be removed 
(~) instead of just decaying (A) but considering the par-
-A.t -A.t 
ent only, decays to the daughter, then e J becomes e J 
and h. remains with ~'s replacing A's in denominator. 
J 
The Bateman solutions may then be written as follows 
••• y h p + y h p 
m m m n n n 
(2) 
where: Y. = yield of a node in a decay chain and is a 
J 
fun~tion of all Y's and h's whose sub-
script 1s less than J. 
h. = has the same form except lambda in the 
J 
denominator becomes mu's with same sub-
scripts and since Y. 1s a function of 
J 
h >"' h. only contains parameters from 
X J J 
J to n. 
p. =probability of some type of change (i.e., 
J -~.t -~.t 
e J for decay, 1-e J for no decay). 
Remembering that the rate of production for an element 
is Yi/~i from the previous element, using the step ahead 
technique we may generalize the Bateman equations as is 
done ln the next section. 
The complex interrelationships between nucleons when 
they form medium and heavy nuclei will probably continue 
to defy precise analysis for a long time to come. In the 
absence of exact theory, a number of nuclear models have 
been developed, each utilizing a different set of simpli-
fying assumptions. Each model is capable of explaining a 
portion of experimental knowledge about nuclei. The two 
models considered were the Nuclear Shell Model and the 
Liquid Drop Model. 
The Nuclear Shell Model, in contrast with the situa-
tion with atoms, assumes the nucleus contains no massive 
central body which can act as a force center. It also 
assumes that each nuclon experiences a central attractive 
force due to the other nucleons present. This allows one 
to think of each nucleon as moving independently ln a 
cloud with little interaction of other nucleons. From 
this model (as described in Ref. 4) we obtain the theo-
retical calculations of the most stable atomic number 
for a specified mass number. 
The Liquid Drop Model, ?riginated ln Bohr's concept 
of the compound nucleus in nuclear reactions, gives semi-
emperical forms predicting decay energies, binding ener-
gies, and energetics of fission. This model assumes that 
interactions between nucleons is strong. Levels of energy 
7 
are quantized states of the system rather than states of 
individual particles. Energies of captured particles ap-
pear to be shared by target and captured particles almost 
instantaneously and these particles have a small mean free 
p~th. From this model (as described in Ref. 4) we obtain 
the semi-emperical formulae for beta decay. 
It is interesting to note that Geilikman (Ref. 12) 
states that the Liquid Drop Model and Nuclear Shell Model 
are not incompatible for fission analysis and g1ves cases 
in point. 
For the so called "removal" constant, 1-1, substituted 
1n the Bateman equations we have w=~+¢a. Cross sections 
(0) depend not only on the element considered, but also 
on neutron properties. Westcott effective cross sections 
(Ref. 13) were chosen to be included in this paper due to 
their simplicity and good accuracy. Westcott defined his 
cross section in terms of neutron spectrum. If this spec-
trum is present, the effective cross section at a desired 
temperature is simply a multiple of the 2200 meter cross 
sections. Another method considered was the statistical 
method for fission products by the GUNYA programs as out-
lined in Ref. 14. This method is reasonably accurate, 
according to the author, but since it entails programming 
and programs in itself, it was not chosen. Other avail- -
able methods were considered but for ease of calculation 
8 
both by the atithor and user, Westcott effective cross 
sections were thought most appropriate. 
To perform the necessary calculations, it is neces-
sary to know the instantaneous fission yield spectrum as 
a function of mass number (A) and atomic number (Z); that 
is, the instantaneous partial fission yield Y(Z,A) is de-
sired. This three dimensional surface is sketched in 
Figure 1, and experimental values may be taken directly 
from Ref. 15, or calculated as follows. 
For a given mass number, the distribution of fission 
products with respect to atomic number is approximately 
a Gaussian distribution centered about the most probable 
atontic number, Z (A). These curves are shown as slices p 
parallel to the Y,Z plane in Figure 1. A typical instan-
taneous fission yieid curve, or spectrum, as a function of 
9 
mass number (A) 1s shown in Fig11re 2 and tabulated in Tables 
I through IV taken from Ref. 15 for the four different 
types of fissions considered in this paper. Figure 2 
corresponds to a view of Figure 1 parallel to the Z axis. 
From the total mass yield curve Y(A) and these Gaussian 
distributions, the instantaneous partial fission yield 
surface Y(Z,A) may be constructed. This surface will 
















































Fission Yield of U235 
(ca. 1 MeV Neutrons) 
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Fission Yield of U235 
(ca. 1 MeV Neutrons)/200 Atoms Fissioned 
:Mass Yield J>Ias s Yield :Mass Yield 
70 .OOOE 00 100 .668E 01 130 .151E 00 
71 .OOOE 00 101 .599E 01 131 .308E 01 
72 .OOOE 00 102 .525E 01 132 .440E 01 
73 .OOOE 00 103 .396E 01 133 .655E 01 
74 .990E-03 104 .274E 01 134 .773E 01 
75 .l98E-02 105 .101E 01 135 .649E 01 
76 .396E-02 106 .465E 00 136 .636E 01 
77 .891E-02 10 7 .277E 00 137 .624E 01 
78 .198E-01 108 .161E 00 138 .606E 01 
79 .416E-01 109 .144E 00 139 .619E 01 
80 .743E-01 110 .782E-01 140 . 5 74E 01 
81 .131E 00 111 .703E-Ol 141 . 5 25E 01 
82 .247E 00 112 .406E-01 142 .514E 01 
83 .378E 00 113 .425E-Ol 143 .514E 01 
84 .619E 00 114 .435E-Ol 144 .495E 01 
85 .113E 01 115 .376E-Ol 145 .427E 01 
86 .162E 01 116 .445E-01 146 .383E 01 
87 .286E 01 117 .475E-Ol 147 .320E 01 
88 ,346E 01 - 118 .475E-01 148 .225E 01 
89 .414E 01 119 .515E-Ol 149 .lOSE 01 
90 .495E 01 120 .515E-01 150 .728E 00 
91 .526E 01 121 .544E-Ol 151 .460E 00 
92 .525E 01 122 .525E-Ol 152 .279E 00 
93 .537E 01 123 .525E-Ol 153 .208E 00 
94 .564E 01 124 .792E-Ol 154 .663E-01 
95 .670E 01 125 .121E 00 155 .287E-01 
96 .668E 01 126 .178E 00 156 .247E-01 
97 .649E 01 127 .257E 00 157 .693E-02 
98 .618E 01 128 .425E 00 158 .OOOE 00 
99 .604E 01 129 .782E 00 159 .OOOE 00 
160 .OOOE 00 
Yield Sum = 199.9999 
13 
Table II 
Fission Yield of PU239 
(ca. 2 MeV Neutrons)/200 Atoms Fissioned 
Mass Yield Mass Yield Mass Yield 
70 .OOOE 00 100 .58SE 01 130 .292E 01 
71 .OOOE 00 101 .604E 01 131 .477E 01 
72 .OOOE 00 102 .619E 01 132 .622E 01 
73 .OOOE 00 103 .627E 01 133 .609E 01 
74 .OOOE 00 104 . 643E 01 134 . 614E 01 
75 .OOOE 00 105 .470E 01 135 .606E 01 
76 .OOOE 00 106 .619E 01 136 .58SE 01 
77 .OOOE 00 107 .468E 01 137 .663E 01 
78 .OOOE 00 108 .321E 01 138 .546E 01 
79 .OOOE 00 109 .165E 01 139 .516E 01 
80 .OOOE 00 110 .819E 00 140 .487E 01 
81 .OOOE 00 111 .477E 00 141 .458E 01 
82 .780E-02 112 .180E 00 142 .429E 01 
83 .955E-01 113 .165E 00 143 .477E 01 
84 .195E 00 114 .123E 00 144 .360E 01 
85 .321E 00 115 .916E-01 145 .316E 01 
86 .516E 00 116 .780E-01 146 .282E 01 
87 .789E 00 117 .682E-01 147 .248E 01 
88 .123E 01 118 .682E-01 148 . 214E 01 
89 .179E 01 119 .682E-01 149 .18SE 01 
90 .224E 01 120 .682E-01 150 .154E 01 
91 .270E 01 121 .877E-Ol 151 .126E 01 
92 .321E 01 122 .107E 00 152 .877E 00 
93 .365E 01 123 .124E 00 153 .468E 00 
94 .409E 01 124 .175E 00 154 .292E 00 
95 .513E 01 125 .253E 00 ISS .175E 00 
96 .497E 01 126 .390E 00 156 .780E-01 
97 .507E 01 127 .604E 00 157 .195E-01 
98 .546E 01 128 .107E 01 158 .OOOE 00 
99 .57SE 01 129 .175E 01 159 .OOOE 00 
160 .OOOE 00 
Yield Sum = 199.9999 
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Table III 
Fission Yield of U235 
(Thermal Fissions) 
Mass Yield i\Jas s Yield .Mass Yield 
70 .OOOE 00 100 .632E 01 130 .200E 00 
71 .OOOE 00 101 .SOlE 01 131 .288E 01 
72 .160E-04 102 .411E 01 132 .432E 01 
73 .llOE-03 103 .300E 01 133 .651E 01 
74 .351E-03 104 .180E 01 134 .792E 01 
75 .381E-03 105 .902E 00 135 .633E 01 
76 .lOOE-02 106 .381E 00 136 .638E 01 
77 .802E-02 107 .190E 00 137 .606E 01 
78 .ZlOE-01 108 .822E-Ol 138 .575E 01 
79 .561E-Ol 109 .300E-Ol 139 .657E 01 
80 .802E-Ol 110 .220E-Ol 140 .646E 01 
81 . J.40E 00 111 .190E-Ol 141 .601E 01 
82 .290E 00 112 .lOOE-01 142 .596E 01 
83 .54SE 00 113 .lOOE-01 143 .599E 01 
84 .lOOE Ol 114 .llOE-01 144 .568E 01 
85 .130E 01 115 .llOE-01 145 .396E 01 
86 .202E 01 116 .llOE-01 146 . 30 8E 01 
87 .249E 01 117 .llOE-01 147 .238E 01 
88 .358E 01 118 .120E-Ol 148 .170E 01 
89 .480E 01 119 .130E-01 149 .113E 01 
90 .578E 01 120 .140E-Ol 150 .672E 00 
91 .585E 01 121 .150E-Ol 151 .451E 00 
92 .604E 01 122 .160E-Ol 152 .285E 00 
93 .647E 01 123 .170E-Ol 153 .150E 00 
94 .642E 01 124 .190E-Ol 154 .772E-01 
95 .629E 01 125 .ZlOE-01 155 .331E-01 
96 .635E 01 126 .SOlE-01 156 .140E-01 
97 .611E 01 127 .130E 00 157 .802E-02 
98 .579E 01 128 .371E 00 158 .200E-02 
99 .607E 01 129 .902E 00 159 .lOOE-02 
160 .461E-03 
Yield Sum= 200.0000 
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Table IV 
Fission Yield of PU239 
(Thermal Fissions) 
Mass Yield .Mass Yield :t-.1ass Yield 
70 .OOOE 00 100 .708E 01 130 .249E 01 
71 .OOOE 00 101 .589E 01 131 .376E 01 
72 .129E-03 102 .597E 01 132 .508E 01 
73 .249E-03 103 .565E 01 133 .678E 01 
74 .349E-03 104 .591E 01 134 .738E 01 
75 .149E-02 105 .549E 01 135 .698E 01 
76 .199E-02 106 .455E 01 136 .668E 01 
77 .378E-02 107 .339E 01 137 .661E 01 
78 .159E-01 108 .197E 01 138 .629E 01 
79 .219E-01 109 .139E 01 139 .SSSE 01 
80 .688E-01 110 .599E 00 140 .548E 01 
81 .124E 00 111 .229E 01 141 .528E 01 
82 .196E 00 112 .119E 00 142 .449E 01 
83 .373E 00 113 .598E 01 143 .468E 01 
84 .468E 00 114 .508E 01 144 .388E 01 
85 .664E 00 115 .408E-01 145 .312E 01 
86 .757E 00 116 .378E-Ol 146 .259E 01 
87 .917E 00 117 .369E-Ol 147 .194E 01 
88 .141E 01 118 .359E-Ol 148 .172E 01 
S9 .170E 01 119 .359E-Ol 149 .137E 01 
90 .224E 01 120 .359E-01 150 .lODE 01 
91 .260E 01 121 .428E-Ol 151 .797E 01 
92 .313E 01 122 .458E-Ol 152 .618E 01 
93 .395E 01 123 .498E-Ol 153 .369E 01 
94 .446E 01 124 .797E-Ol 154 .289E 00 
95 .SOlE 01 125 .119E 00 155 .194E 00 
96 .515E 01 126 .194E 00 156 .109E 00 
97 .563E 01 127 .388E 00 157 .807E-01 
98 .587E 01 128 .997E 00 158 .418E-01 
99 .608E 01 129 .197E 01 159 .209E-01 
160 .897E-01 
Yield Sum= 200.0000 
III. THEORY 
The buildup and decay of a radioactive nuclide (i.e. 












dt = A.. 1c. l + R. - J.l· C. 1- 1- 1 l 1 
concentration of the i'th nuclide 
straight line decay chain 
decay·constant 
production rate 
parent of i'th·nuclide 
J.l· = A. + ¢cr. = removal rate constant 
l l l 
where: 
¢ = neutron flux 
(3) 
in a 
cr. = microscopic cross section for neutron 
l 
absorption 
Obviously for the period of time after reactor shutdown 
16 
(i.e. cooling time), R.=O and J.l·=>.. .. Equation (3) reduces 
1 l 1 
to 
de. 
~t1 = A.. 1 C. 1 - >...C. 
UL 1- 1- l 1 
( 4) 
Equations (3) and (4) may be solved by conventional 
techniques with a step ahead technique from the first nu-
clide in a straight line decay chain giving a condensed 
form of the familiar Bateman equations. Using the initial 
condition of zero concentration, the concentration of 
the i'th nuclide (N.) in the decay chain after burnup time 
l 
(T) from equation (3) 1s: 
l 
rm [ h-l A£] i 
-]J.t 
Ni(T) = ~ y Q ~ 1-e J 




Ym = yield fraction of m'th nuclide 
17 
Q = basis of calculation, number of nuclei fissioned 
rm = equivalent straight line decay branching fraction 
For the last nuclide in the decay chain ~ =0 and appli-
max 
cation of L'Hospitals rule yields the following for the 
terms in braces in ~quation (5). 
Q r n 
[
i-1 
T m K=m 
1vhen: i = Il\1AX if-m 
or.{r Q} 
m 
when i=;il= IMAX 
-lJ.T 
1-e J 
+ r Q 
m 
1-ihere IJ.1AX denotes last member of a chain. 
Using equation (5) for initial conditions, equation 
(4) may be solved in similar manner to obtain the concen-
tration of the i'th nuclide (ni) in the decay chain after 
cooling time (t): 
i 
Nm (T) [ i;l A~] i -A..t l J n. (t) = .... ~ ~AK-Aj) J ....., (6) l m=l .Q,=m J=m i TI 
K=m 
Klj 
The instantaneous fission yield percentages (Y ) used 
m 
were taken from Refs. 15, 16 and 17, and tabulated in 
Tables I through IV. Yields are given by mass number (A) 
only and form the fcmiliar "~1" shaped curve of fission 
products shown in Figure 2. No information is given here 
with respect to atomic number (Z). 
The most stable atomic number for a specified mass 
number is taken from Ref. 18 and is a result of theoret-
18 
ical calculations based upon the Nuclear Shell Model. Use is 
then made of the fact that the deviation of the most prob-
able atomic number from the most stable atomic number is 
the same for both the light and heavy fission fragments 
to calculate the most probable atomic number for both 
the heavy and light fission fragments. The terms heavy 
and light fission fragments are arbitrary; they refer to 
the upper and lower halves respectively of the fission 
product yield curve for mass numbers. Calculations were 
performed using the relation: 
(7) 
where: 
z£ ·- atomic no. of fissile material 
z ::::: most stable atomic number for high mass sh 
number (A) 
z = most stable atomic number for low mass s£ 
number (A) 
z ph = most probable atomic number for high mass 
number (A) 
Zp£ = most probable atomic number for low mass 
number (A) 
The atomic number has been found (Ref. 18 and 19) 
from experimental data to have an empirical Gaussian dis-
tribution about the most probable atomic number, for a 
specified mass number, of the form: 




e p (8) 
From the relations (7) and (8), and yield data, the 
instantaneous partial fission product yields may be cal-
culated by: 
Y (Z ,A) = Y(A)P(Z) = Y(A) l 
I1T 
2 
- [ Z- Z (A)] 
e p (9) 
19 
where: 
Y(A) = absolute yield per mass number 
Y (Z ,A) = absolute yield per mass number and atomic 
number 
p (Z) = probability of distribution about z p 
z = atomic number ln question for specified 
mass number 
Zp = most probable atomic number for specified 
mass number 
Since the partiaJ yields for a given mass number (A) 
must sum to the total yield, any partial yield is not ac-
counted for, and is assigned to the progenitor of that 
mass number. Thus: 
(10) 
The progenitor corresponds to all nuclides that are 
so unstable they decay almost instantaneously by S emis-
sion to the first member of the decay chain with a measur-
able half life. They are therefore added to the first mem-
ber of their respective decay chains. 
For nuclides with two different isomeric states, meta-
stable and normal, or three different isomeric states, A, 
B, and metastable, the partial yield is divided equally 
between the states. 
Evans (Ref. 4) states that semi-emperical equations 
20 
exist which predict the average beta energy released in 
radioactive decay based on the liquid drop model. These 
are: 
where: 
~] for odd A (11) 
I + 2 cS for odd Z l Z for even A - 28 for even 
± = chosen according 27(2±1) 
Q0 = energy of released electron (MeV) 
Z = atomic number in question 
(12) 
Za = most stable isobar for specified mass number 
8 = pa1r1ng energy (MeV) 






It will be noted that pairing energy 1s not included 
in the liquid drop model development. As 
Evans, a smooth function of 8 was chosen, 
For the author's development, average 
chosen for the entire spectrum. They are: 
1s suggested by 
. ~ c 




76 (1 AZ/3 ) MeV Yav = A + 128 
Zo = 77 2Yav 
0 = 33.5 av A3}4 MeV 
Semi-emperical or emperical equations are available 
to predict average ga~na release from radioactive decay. 
The author feels that due to the very complex nature of 
these equations, exact determinations of gamffia decay en-
ergies would be best left to a separate project. For the 
purposes of data for this paper, gamma decay energies 
were used as follows: 
Given QS as determined by equation (11) or (12) 
If IZ-Zoj~l: then Qy = .15QS (MeV) (13) 
If l~jZ-Zol~2: then Qy = .SSQS (MeV) (14) 
otherwise Qy = . 5 (MeV) (15) 
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IV. APPLICATION 
The actual intended purpose of this work was to de-
velope a "single package type" computer program whereby 
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a minimum of input would be required by a user and a maxi-
mum number of options may be chosen. The author believes 
this has been accomplished with a type of program control 
that 1s, whenever possible, completely alphabetic. 
The program, described in Appendix 1 and listed in 
Appendix 2, once generated, requires a minimum of program 
control input, as described 1n Appendix 3. 
Available mass yield data is as varied as there are 
types of operating reactors; ~nong other variables, type 
of fuel and energy of neutrons causing fission determine 
fission product spectra. Four curves were chosen as stan-
dards, they are: fissioning of the U-235 by thermal and 
1 MeV neutrons, and Pu-239 by thermal and 2 MeV neutrons. 
However, any of these curves may be altered or deleted and 
others inserted in their place. 
Neutron cross sections are only somewhat varied, but 
are not complete for all isotopes. The cross sections 
used by this paper were taken from BNL-325 (Ref. 20) when-
ever possible and from Chart of the Nuclides (Ref. 21) 
otherwise. 
As stated above, the most stable atomic number for a 
specified mass number was calculated by semi-emperical 
formulas taken from Refs. 18 and 19. 
Nuclear decay chains are many and varied. The fis-
sion product decay chains have been summarized for urani-
um and plutonium in Ref. 22 and have been used in prepar-
ing this paper. A sample problem explaining breakdown 
of complex chains to simple straight line decay chains 
and ensuing calculations is included in Appendix 4. 
A breakdown of the files used is included in Appen-




V. PROGRAM S UJ'.L\1ARY 
The entire assembled program is named ZAP and is di-
vided into 4 major steps. ZAP will, beginning with basic 
data, supply and make resident all work files, read and 
interpret input data, do calculations and output specified 
options, and rewrite all data sets to tape, or holding area, 
and free resident work files. More specifically: 
1. Step 1 - STARTZAP 
This step reads files prepared by the author 
(or subsequent files after alteration by user) and 
creates working files on units specified by the 
user. Caution must be taken as two data sets 
are direct access or update type of files, con-
sequently, at least these two data sets must re-
side on direct access volumes. 
2 . Step 2 - ZAP 
This step reads and interprets program in-
put data and passes this data on to step 3. It 
also checks positioning of characters, notes er-
rors detected, informs user of the number and 
location of errors, and suggests to the user 
whether or not to proceed. 
3. Step 3 - SUPERZAP 
This step does the actual input, calculations, 
and output according to information from step 2. 
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This step is broken into ten major sections, and 
a detailed description of each section may be found 
in Appendix 1. 
4. Step 4 - ENDZAP 
This step rewrites work files to tape or 
other device specified by the user and deletes 
work files. 
Between any of these steps, permanent files may be 
altered, deleted, or completely rewritten using the sup-
port utilities described in Appendix 1 and listed in Ap-
pendix 2; or by the user writing his own routines follow-
ing the file construction format listed in Appendix 5. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 
The intention of this paper was to create and make 
usable a computer program that would incorporate as much 
useful output as possible concerning fission product build-
up and decay with a minimum of input and man hours of work; 
this, the author believes, has been accomplished. 
A number of program options have been included cover-
ing type of input and type of output desired. The user 
may specify cooling and burnup times (except infinite) as 
desired. He may choose yields specified completely by the 
program, input his own mass yield curve and use the program 
specified distribution, or input his own yields per mass 
number and atomic number. He may choose to: negate neutron 
burnup of fission products by using ~=A instead of ~=¢cr+A 
in equation (5), leave mu unchanged, let ~=A+~a and choos-
ing between Westcott effective cross sections or input 
his own cross-sections. Many more options are available 
and are listed and explained in Appendix 3. 
It is possible to minimize input to 9 cards or make 
the input as extensive as necessary to cover a particular 
problem. It is entirely possible that a nuclear power 
company or similar facility, after alteration of some per-
manent files, may calculate how much of any isotope 1s pres-
ent in their reactor after any time specified. The program 
will also predict individual and total beta energy, and 
photon energies by group up to 80 groups. 
All this information can be obtained, if chosen, by 
seml-emperical means rather than individual equations and 
hwnan mechanics. The savings in time, human effort, and 
cost will be noteworthy. 
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VI I. RECOlviMENDAT IONS 
Although a nL®ber of options have been included in 
this initial coding, others may be introduced. Some sug-
gestions are: 
1. As the code now stands isotope concentrations 
are calculated on the basis that the reactor is 
being started for the first time, i.e. the con-
centration of fission products at program run 
time is zero. An option may be included to in-
put concentrations, or take them from the output 
of the last run, and include them in the present 
run to predict concentrations for any number of 
burnup and cooling times for the s~Je reactor. 
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2. An option may be included for multiple outputs 
such that more than one copy may be obtained at 
once. At the present time, only one copy of out-
put is attainable when the program is run. To 
obtain multiple copies, subroutines OUTPUT, SPCASE 
HEAT, and/or SHIELD have to be run independently. 
3. More options, for prediction of partial yields 
from other sources than listed in Appendix 3. 
4. Different methods of calculating effective cross 
sections. 
s. Different methods of calculating and/or inputting 
average beta and_ gamma decay energies. 
6. A general update program may be written to update 
any or all permanent or work files. 
The author feels that a better method for predicting 
average beta and gamma decay energies could be devised and 
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START ZAP 
APPENDIX 1 
Program Description (ZAP) 
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This routine reads such files from magnetic tape or 
other storage unit as is specified (See Appendix 3 for 
input format), and makes them resident on work files. The 
routine is extremely simple consiSting of essentially all 
reads and writes and is very easy to follow (See Appendix 
2 for listing). 
ZAP 
This routine essentially reads, interprets, and writes 
input to SUPERZAP. The entire text of any one card is not 
checked. Consequently, misspelled words will not neces-
sarily cause errors. In general, column one is checked 
to determine the validity of the card. If confusion 
could result from two adjacent cards having the same 
character 1n column one, other characters are checked to 
determine correctness. 
Once a valid card is determined, equal signs or com-
mas are checked to ensure that numerical data is in proper 
columns. Each time a new card is read, column one is 
checked for a dollar sign denoting a comment. 
Finally, data is tabulated and written to disk to 
later be picked up by SUPERZAP from files 9 and 11. Cards 
read are printed under column headings to help facilitate 
error analysis. If cards are properly written, notation 
is printed specifying options chosen. 
This routine calls ERR and REREAD as listed in this 
appendix under utilities. 
SUPERZAP 
This routine does the actual calculations and final 
output, and is broken into ten major subroutines. They are, 
with their purposes: 
.MAIN. This section reads data written by ZAP, places 
proper variables in common storage, and serves to call 
other subprograms as many times as there are burnup times. 
TIME. This subroutine converts input cooling and 
burnup times to seconds for use in the other subprograms. 
DTAPRP. This subroutine prepares work file 4 from 
files 14 through 18 or inputs files (See Appendix 5 for 
file construction) with yield data or input data as speci-
fied by ZAP. This routine prints the progenitor and oblong 
tables as specified. (See Theory, equations (7), (8), (9), 
and (10)). 
CROSS. This subroutine calculates mu as specified 
by ZAP. This subprogram also prints mu, lambda, and/or 
cross sections with neutron flux as specified by ZAP. 
This information is written to file 4 completing its con-
struction (See Theory, equation (3)). 
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ZEROFS. This subprogram sets previous cooling time 
answers to zero throughout file 5, (See recommendations 
for suggested changes). 
CALC. This subprogram reads file 4, does the actual 
calculation concerning final concentrations and updates 
file 5 with lambda and final concentrations. (See Theory, 
e quat i on s ( 3) , ( 4 ) , and ( 5 ) ) . 
OUTPUT. This subprogram ouputs the contents of file 
5 when concentrations of all isotopes are desired. Op-
tions for printing individual concentrations, concentra-
tions by mass number, or concentrations by atomic number 
are selected here. 
SPCASE. This program outputs concentration of se-
lected isotopes. With proper option selection, this rou-
tine will output as many isotopes as desired by the user. 
HEAT. This subprogram calculates and outputs the 
individual and total average beta energy given off in one 
second by the fission products predicted. Energy of beta 
de cay per isotope 1s input with subprogram DCYPRP (See 
Theory, equations (11), and (12)). 
SHIELD. This subprogram inputs. gamma groups by en-
ergy, scans file 5 and outputs the number of atoms decayed 
in one second per energy group. Energy of decay is de-




ENDZAP. This routine writes all work files as they 
stand to tape or other specified device and frees the 
space of work files to the computer. 
Support Utilities 
DATAl. This routine reads the straight line de-
cay chains and their associated data and records this data 
ln more compact form on file 4. From this information, 
it also sets the format of file 5 with names, atomic num-
bers, and mass numbers. From other input data, it also 
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writes file 18 with highest, lowest, and most stable atomic 
numbers per chain for all chains. This routine completes 
files 4 and 18. 
The input to DATAl consists of chain, branch, and 
node cards in a particular sequence. The branching frac-
tion (r ) indicated on node cards must be calculated as 
m 
shown in Appendix 4. The chain number lS the mass number 
of the first element in the decay chain. 
1 Chain 
kChains j Branches 
Chain card 

















Information Columns Format 
Chain card 
Chain number 1-3 13 
Number of branches ln chains 10-11 12 
Branch card 
Chain number 1-3 13 
Branch number 10-11 12 
Number of nodes ln branch 21-22 12 
Node Card 
Chain number 1-3 I3 
Branch number 10-11 12 
Node number 21-22 12 
Decay constant 48-61 El4.8 
Branching fraction (rrn) 62-69 F8.6 
Element symbol 71-72 A2 
Element mass number 74-76 13 
Element state 77 Al 
Atomic number 78-80 13 
Trailer card 
999 1-3 13 
DCYPRP. This routine calculates average beta and 
gamma decay per isotope (See Theory, equations (11), (12), 
(13), (14), (15)) and records this information on file 5 
completing file 5 input. 
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DATAlX. This routine reads yields per nass number 
from cards and records the information completing files 
14 through 17. 
CRSPRP. This routine reads microscopic thermal cross 
sections from cards and records this information on file 
12. 
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This completes file input to entire program. Options 
available in ZAP are explained in Appendix 3. The rest of 
the subprograms listed print files so that they may be check-
ed for accuracy. 
PYLD. This routine prints the contents of files 14, 
through 17, as prepared by DATAlX. 
PXSEC. This routine prints the contents of file 12 
as prepared by CRSPRP. 
PRT4. This ro~tine prints the contents of file 4 as 
prepared by DATAl and DCYPRP. 
F4BUG. This routine places a number as the first 
position of a specified record in file 4 thereby shorten-
ing the input for tests runs or checking validity of rou-
tines. 
CHKZAP. This routine prints the contents of files 
9 and 11 as prepared by ZAP. 
Each of the above routines may have to be modified 
(i.e., limits of DO loops) to obtain desired results. 
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***THIS SECTION IS NOT l PART OF 7A~**~ 
·1 0 
C THIS IS PROGRA~ ST~RTZAP 
f) I t~ E r;.J s I u N c 11 { f c ) 1 ~: ~~ 1' j ( 1 5 ) ' I I I ( 3 ) ' ·~ r, { It ) ' • : •, ( ~ ) ' : ( r, r) l ' X s ( It 
X2,109,2}, 
lYLCfl8C) 
DEF1N~ FILE ~{24GO,l7,U,l4) 
D E F J ~J E F I L E 5 ( 1 5 C 0 , 4 5 , \ J , I 5 , 
R E I~ 0 ( l , 1 0 1 ) I P G f\: , I E N 0 
1 Q.EAD(f~,lG:J,END=lO) CH 
W '{ I T f: ( 3 , 1 0 2 ) C H 
GU TO 1 
10 CIJJ'\TINUE 
\-J Q. I T E C 3 , 1 ~5 0 ) 
11 QEAC(8,lCO,EN0=21) CH 
p:: { 2 • L T • I ~ GN • C' R • 2. G T • I [1'.1 0 ) GO T 1 2 8 
qr~ITt(3,102J CH 
20 CONTINUE 
G" TO 11 
2 1 \·1 q I T E { 3 , 1 5 1 ) 
22 RE~D(R~100,FND=28) CH 
I F ( 3 • L T • r ~ G N • 0 R • 3 • G T • I E: :o-m l G rJ T 'l 2 5 
\,J~iTF(3 1 ~02} CH 
25 CGNT PWE 
GD TO 22 
2 8 ~J ~ I T f ( 3 , 1 52 ) 
I 4= 1 
~; R I T f ( 3, 1 7 5 ) 
26 READ(R ,EN0=36) vss,~~X~,~N~ 
T F ( 4 .L T • I ~ G N • fJ R • tt • G T • I UW ) (; iJ T !J 3 5 
Hil ITJ:(Lt' 14) i'1SS,:~,\Xf.),NNN 
~~ }{ I T E { 3 , 1 0 5 ) t-' S S , f.~ A X R , 1-J "J ~J 
IFCMSS.EQ.999)GO TO 35 
~=0 
0 0 2 7 I = l , t-l A X A 
27 1-'=t-' tNNN (I) 
i) rJ 2 9 I = 1 , M 
R E A 0 ( 8 ) I I I , fl. G , r J 1 , ~~ 2 , N 3 , r'J 4 , N 5 
'•i R 1 T F ( 4 • I 4 ) I I I , 8 G , N 1 , ~J 2, \J 3 , N 4 , N 5 
\,l '{ I T E ( 3 , 1 06 l I I I , r, G, N I t ~J?, N 3 , ~ 4 
29 CJNT I NUE 
35 CiJNT P.JUE 
GO Til 26 
3 6 \-J R ( T f. ( 3 , l 5 3 ) 
I 5= 1 
\·JRITf( 3, 176) 
Dil 37 I= 1,1051 
R~ACC9,END=41) Q 
IFC5.LT.I3GN.OP.5.GT.IENDl GO TO 40 
\~ :::t I T E ( 5 ' I 5 ) Q 
',.'RITE(3,lC8) Q 
4 0 C 0 N T I ~~ U E 
37 CCNTINUE 
4 l ;,J '"< I T E C 3 , 1 54 ) 
\-I~ITE{3, 177) 
OfJ 44 L=1,2 
D::J 4't 1=1, 1t2 
REAOC8 ) (XS(I,J,L),J=1,1C9) 
IF(6.LT.IBGN.DR.6.GT.1~NO) GO TO 45 
'A?.ITf=(12) CXS(I,J 1 L),J=l,109) 
d~IT1:(3, 110){XS( !,J,L),J=1,1C9) 
45 CONTI~1UE 
44 CO'\TINLJE 
406 PE!..D(A , El'JD = 4 0 7 ) C H 4 R 
GfJ TO 406 
1t 0 7 C 'J "n I \1 U E 
~·: q f T E ( ·3 , 1 5 5 ) 
[JJ 51 KK=7,10 
K<X.=KK+7 
W~ITE(3,178) KKK 
Rf:i\C(8 ) Yl.D 
JF{KK.LT.Jf)GN.OP.KK.GT.It::NO) GO TO 50 
'.-I ;) I T E ( 3 , 1 l 0 ) Y LO 
\F\ r T F. ( K K K ) Y LO 
50 C 1J~H I NUE 
408 REAC(B ,EN0=4Cq) CHnR 
GtJ TO 408 
409 UJNT I NUE 
WQITEC3,156) KKK 
51 CrJNTII\JUE 
TFCll.LT.I8GN.O~.ll.GT.IEND) GO TO 60 
\·JR ITEC 3, 179) 
\.J ·~ I T E ( 3 , 1 1 l ) 
0 iJ 53 I= 1, 2 
REAC(B ) YLD 
\rJRITE(3,ll3) I 
·.~ ~ I T E ( 3, l 14 ) Yl 0 
53 WRITEC18) YLO 
1=3 
REA0{8 ) YLD 
\-.J R I T F ( 3, 1 1 3 ) I 
\..JR ITE( 3, 115) YLD 
\..J Q. I T E ( 18 ) Y L 0 
\..JR ITE{ 3, 157) 
6 0 \'I' R I T E ( 3 , 1 5 8 ) 
Chll EXIT 
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109 FCR~AT(4C(5El2.4)) 
110 FOR~AT{l0El2.4) 
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F :J R ~~ 4 T ( ' l 1 , T 1 C , 1 f r·J l) 
FOR~~T(' l 1 1 T5,'THIS 
F U f-?. 1-1 /'\ T ( 1 1 1 , T 5 , • T H I S 
r: 0 R ~1 1\ T ( ' 1 ' , T 5 , ' T H I S 
F ~l PY i\T ( 1 1 ' , T 5 , ' T H I S 
FORM.fl.T( 1 1 1 1 T5, 'T!-liS 
END 
CF STARTU\P') 
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C THIS IS PKOGRA~ lAP 
0 I rv~ E N S I 0 N I H L 0 C ( 1 1 ) , P G T I T L { R ) , C L T . ~ ( ~ 2 } , C J J l L T · -~ ( l l ) , ~l. '· J R N 
XT.'H 11>, 
lf3T~q22), ICCll),ISfll) 
I~TEGER ll'l'I,8LK/ 1 'l,n8L/'$'I,Y/'Y'I,II'l '1,?/'P'I, 
XNI'N'I, 
2 n 1 • o ' 1 , o E c 1 • • • 1 , ·~: 1 • ·,.; ' 1 , F 1 • r • 1 , L P 1 • < • 1 , E ~ 1 • = • 1 , r-, 1 • .t... • 1 , c 
X 0 t.11 • , I I ' 
3 E I • E f I ' c c I ' c ' I f R I I R ' I ' '·1 I • ~1, ' I ' c ·.ll/ • : I I ' T I • T ' I ' s I • s I I ' G I 
x•G•t,ccso) 
0 '\ T A I E R , I Y l 0 , I P R 0 G , I 0 E L ,I r ~ U I 5 ,~, C I , C L T ·-~ I ? 2 '" ' ' I , C' J C L f 'V 
Xll"r:O.I, 
lLC':'AX,LRHAX, [POUT, ICASE, ICI\SEN, IYEAT, ICIHlL'~,·!D;CJS/8'!-CI 
X, ISill*C/, 
2 I S H L D , I S ,"'i .h. X , I G P F A X I 3 ,::: C I , 3 U R 1"\ T f•1 /1 1 t: 0 • I , '1 T ~-' I 2 2 ;<: ' ' I , I C /1 
Xl*O/ 
t~q ITE{ 3, 120) 
\..JQ, IT E ( 3, 121 ) 




IF{C(l).NE.DflL) Cf\LL EPP(l,C,f..990,TERJ 
IF(C(?).NE.OPL) CALL ER 0.(2,C,f..990,IER.) 
\.J ><. I T E { 3 1 l J 3 ) 
10 READ(l,l00) C 
'f.JRITEC3,10l) C 
C C H E C K F tJ R C 0 '~ 1': tNT C M~ D S 
c 
IF{C(l).EQ.Of1L) GO TO 10 
c 
C FIND PROPFR IYLD 
c 
!F(C(U.NE.Y) CALl FR?(l,C,f.50C,IFR) 
IF{Cfl2).EQ.I} GO TO 501 
IF(C(l2).NE.P) (,~LL EFRCtz,r,&502dER) 
IF(C(33).EQ.I) GO TO 503 
IFIC(33).~E.P) C~LL ER~(33,C,f..504,IERl 
REAC(g9, 150) IYLO 
'tl R IT E C 3, l 07 ) I YL 0 
15 REAC{l,100) C 
WRITE£3,101) C 
IF(C(l) .EQ.OOL) GO TO 15 
C CHECK AND SET IPROG AND IOBL 
IF{C(l).NE.Y) CALL lR~Cl,0,&5C5,IfR) 
IF ( C C 15) • NE. N} GO TO 16 
I PROG=O 
IOBL=O 
GO TO 25 
16 IF(C(l5).NE.P) CALL ERRC15,C,£.5G6,IF.R) 
JF(CC2l).EQ.O) GO TO 507 
IF(C(21) .NE.P) CALL ERR(2l,C,&5G8,£~R) 
IPROG=l 
If(C{19).EQ.RLK) GO TO 509 
IF(C(39J.EQ.O ) GO TO 510 
h R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 't } ( C ( I I ) , I I = 3 5 , 't 2 ) 
25 ~RITE(3,113) (C{KK),KK=1,7C) 
IPL=IYL0+2 





28 REAC{l,l00) C 
l..J K. I T E { 3 , l 0 1 ) C 
IF(C(l).EQ.DOL) GO TO 23 
wq,ITE(9, 100) C 
IF( IPL.EQ.l) GO TO 32 
2C8 READ(l,l00) C 
',-JRITF{3,10l) C 
IF(C{l).E~.DOL) GO TO 208 
C CHECK COL 5 FOR FOR L 
IF(C(5).NE.L) GO TO 29 
I F { C ( 4 1 ) • N [ • 0 E C ) C A L L E R P. ( 1t 1 , G , & 5 l l , I ~ R ) 
IF{C(44).EQ.8LK) CALL ERRC44,C,&5ll,IE1) 
WRITE(9, 100) C 
G1J TO 31 
29 IFCC{5).NE.F) L'<LL ERR{5,0,&512,IERl 
l·i R IT E ( q, 100 ) C 
209 R~AC(l,l00) C 
WRITE(3, 101) C 
IF(C(U.EQ.DOL) GO TO 209 
IF(C{l4) .NE.lP) CALL fRRC14,C,&~l3,IERl 
IF(C(l6).NE.EQ1 CALL ERR(16,C,&514,fER} 
IFCCC22) .NE.EOl CALL EPR{22,G,&515,IER) 
IF(C(49).NE.EOI CALL ERR(4Q,C,~516,IER) 
HRITEC9, 100) C 
31 \-,1RITE(3,113) (C{Kl<),KK=1,B0) 
WRITE(3,108) 
DO 33 II=l,l8 
303 ~EACCl,lOO) C 
wqJTEC3,101) C 
If(C(ll.EQ.DOL) GO TO 303 
W R IT E { <J, 1 00 } C 
JF(C{78).EQ.E) GO TO 3C6 
33 CONTINUE 
GO TO 36 
3 0 6 IF { I I • E Q. 18 I GO TO 3 6 
W R IT E { 3, 109) 
IER=IER+l 
GO TO 36 
32 DO 34 II=l,lOCOO 
REAOC1,100) C 
Y.JRITE( 3, 101) C 
44 
c 
IF(C(l).EQ.OOL) GO TO 34 
IF(C{ l).NE.A) CALL ERR(l,C,f.517,JEQ) 
IF(C(8).NE.FQ) CALL ERR(8,0,f.51R,IER) 
IF(C(20l.NE.EO) CALL ER~I2C,C,~519,IER) 
IF(C(30).Nf.EC) CALL ERR(30,0,&52C,I~Rl 
;~ ;{ I T E ( 9, 1 0 0 ) C 
lF(C!45).EQ.CUM) GO TO 36 
31, CONTlf'JUE 
45 
C C~l) OTPt-.R JI~PUT - REGIN CFOSS UJDUT 
c 
36 REAf.Cl,lGOJ C 
Gll TO 36 
>i R T T E { 3 , 1 0 1 ) C 





GO TfJ 522 
GO TO 523 
[F{C{4).NE.P) CALL E~P(4,C,&5?4,I[R) 
I 1-'1U= 3 
'.-J Q. I T E { 3 , 1 12 l 
37 RE:t".C(l,lGJ) C 
I-f R I T E { 3, 1 0 1 ) C 
!F{C(l).EQ.f!:JL) GO TO 37 
IF f C ( 1 ) • :'\E. \t'. Al'10. C ( 1 ) • N E • I ) C !\L L E :>. P ! 1 , 0, G. 52 5, { E R) 
',.J R I T E ( CJ , 1 G C ) C 
',: '"{ I T E ( 3, 1 11-. ) ( C ( !<. K 1 , K K-= 1 , 2 5 ) 
C CHECK PHI CARD 
3'"3 -<EAf'!l,lOO) C 
W=<fTF(3,101) C 
IF{C(l).EQ.OOL) GO TO 38 
IF(CC l}.f\JE.P) CAlL ERF\ ( l,C,f.'326, IfR) 
!F(C(4).NE.EQ) CALL ERR(4,C,&5?6,IfR) 
IF ( C ( 6 3) • N E • L P. A f<JO. C { 6 3) .1\J E. R L K l C !'; L L E P R (A~ , ·) , f. 5? 7 , IE 
XR) 
·~~ R. I T E ( 9 , 1 0 0 ) C 
WR I T E ( 3 , 1 1 3 ) { C ( K K ) , K K := 1 , 1 8 ) , ( C { K K ) , K K = 3 l , 1 F. ) , ( C ( K K l , K 
XK=62,69) 
C WqlfE CROSS SfCTinNS TU DISK 
401 W~ITE(3,127) 
DO 40 II-=1,10000 
39 REAC(l,lOOJ C 
t-J R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) C 
IF(C(l).EQ.OOL) GO TO 39 
1F(C(2).NE.EQ) CALL ERR(2,0,&40,IER) 
IFCC(9).NE.EQ) CALL ERP(8,0,&40,IER) 
IF(C(l5).\IE.fQ) CALL Ff\K(l5,0,fJtO,Ir~) 
IFCC(35).~E.EQ.ANO.C(35l.NE.ALK) C~LL ER.q(35,0,~4C,IE 
XRJ 
IF(C(55).'\IE.EQ.AND.C(55) .NE.BLK) (,\LL ERR.C5S,O,F.4C,IE 
XR) 
WRITE(9,100) C 
IF(C(72J.EQ.E) GO TO 41 
40 CUNTINUE 
c 
C E N 0 C R 0 S S I N P U T - R f G U J C: \J T P U T I ;~ P U T 
c 
41 R€t'l0{1,100) C 
\·P. I T E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) C 
IF(C(ll.EQ.nOL) GO TO 41 
RE1\S(qq, 151) PGTITL 
'.·I ~ I T r ( 3 , l 2 3 } P (; T l T L . 
C ~FAC CLT~,CnrL~X,LCMAX 
D'J 4'.:1 Il-=1 7 11 
42 RFAD(l,lCO) C 
' . .J·<-ITEC3,101) C 
IF{C{l).f().DCL) GO TG 42 
IF(C(lCJ."'JE.CC} C.i\ll [PR(l0,0,&'5.2fldfR) 
~ E A C ( 9 9 , 1 52 ) C l T ~.~ ( 2 * I I- l ) , C l T "' { 2 ;'< I I ) , I H L DC { I I ) 
RE!IO(<:Q,l53) COCLHHII) 
',\ Q. I T E ( 3 , 1 2 4 ) C { 2 3 ) , C { 2 4 ) , C { S } , ( C ( K K ' 1 K K = l , R ) 
L C f'~ A X= 1 I 
IF(((25).EQ.CC~) GO TO 47 
1t5 CUNT I\JUE 
IFR=IER+l 
!AR.ITE{3,115) 
47 on so II=l,ll 
4A QEAC{l 7 100) C 
'.J ·<_ I T E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) C 
IFCC(l).[Q.DOL) GO TO /tq 
IF(C(lC).NF.I) C/\Ll EPR(lC,C,f..529,IER) 
REl\fJ(9C1, 152) BTV(2;"II-l),EP'I£2*l[) 
RE/ID(Q<J,l5'3) f<URNTHCII) 
\J :~ I T E ( '3 , 1 2 5 ) C ( 2 7 ) , C ( 2 8 l , C ( 9 ) , ( C ( K K ) , K K = 1 , 8 ) 
L '3 rvi .t\. X= I I 
IF(C(20).EO.COM) GO TO 52 
50 CONTINUE 
JtR=[fR+l 
\·I R I T r ( 3 , 1 1 6 ) 
C E~O READ BU~NT~rBTM,l8MAX 
C R ~ ."10 OUTPUT rORf>·M T 
52 REAC{l,100l C 
1,, R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 L ) C 
IF(C{l).EQ.OOLJ GO TO 52 
JF{C{l).NE.O) GO TO 6C 
IF(C(l6).~E.T) Gfl TO 53 
IPOUT=3 
51 WRITE(3,113)(C(KK),KK=l,40) 
GO TO 55 
53 IF(C(l5).NE.M) GO TO 54 
IPOUT=Z 
GO TO 51 
54 IF(C(l6).Nf.L) CALL ERR{l4,lf,&5'30,IER) 
I ~.,OUT= 1 
GO TO 51 
46 
C REhO r;PTION 
55 REACCI,ICO) C 
l·JRITF.C3,101) C 
IF(C(l1.EQ.Dul) GO TO 55 
£CASE=C 
IF!C(7l.~E.COL) GO TO 65 
ICASE=l 
W~ITE(3,ll3l (CCKK},KK=l 1 6C) 
(;0 TO 602 
60 IF{((l).NE.N) CALL ERR(l,C,f.53l,IER) 
~~ ~ I T E ( 3 , 1 1 3 } ( C ( K K ) , K K = 1 , 7 8 l 
IF{C(llJ.NE .. RLK) GO TO 62 
ICASE=O 
IPOUT=O 
GO TO 64 
6 :? I F ( C ( 1 1 ) • ~,l F • L ) C 1\ l L E I? R ( l l , 0 , & 53 2 , I E R ) 
I CASE= 1 
IPCUT=O 
6C2 on 63 II=l,lOCOO 
603 RfAO{t,lCO) C 
t-1 R r T E ( 3 , 1 8 1 ) C 
[F{C(l}.EO.D~L) GO TO 6C3 
'.~ ~ I T E ( 9 , 1 0 C ) C 
ICASE"J=II 
IF(C(27).EQ.CGM) GO TO 64 
63 COI\TINUE 
6 11 ;<_EAC(1,10:)) C 
\v R IT E { 3, 10 1 ) C 
IF(C(l).EQ.OOL) GO TO 64 
C EN f) 0 U T P U T I ~~ P U T - '} E G I N H E l\ T I ~; e U T 
65 CONTINUE 
66 IF(C!l).NE.N) GO TO 68 
IHEAT=O 
GO TO 545 
68 IFCC{l).NE.CC) GO TO 74 
IHEAT=l 
GO TO Stt6 
609 IFlC(38) .~E.EO) CALL ERR(3P,C,&513,IER) 
lKP=O 
IF(C(39).EO.A) GO TO 534 
on 10 II=l,ll 




R E: A 0 ( 9 9 , 1 5 tt ) { [ C ( I I ) , I I = l , I C 0 0 L '~ ) 
DO 72 III=l,ICOOLM 
DO 72 II~t,LC~AX 
IF ( JC( I I I). EQ. IHLDC( I I)) IC (I [I l =I I 
72 CONTINUE 
GO TO AO 
74 IF(C(l).NE.S) CALL ERR.(t,O,f.535,IF~) 
47 
c 
GO TO 54 7 
1 1+ 0 I F { C ( 3 8 ) • r-~ E • [ C ) C A L L E R ~ ( 3 r , C , f.. r; 3 3 , I ::: I) } 
IKP=O 
IFCC(39).EO.A) t,Q fO 536 
00 75 II=l,ll 
IF ( C ( 3 8 + 3 ,;: I I ) • ~J E • C 0 ·-~ ) r; 0 T fl 7 6 
I K P-= I I< P + 1 
7 5 C C N T I r~ U E 
7 6 ICC C U·~= I K P + 1 
R E A C ( 9 9 , 1 5 4 ) ( I C { I I ) , I I = 1 , I C C C L ., ) 
no 79 III=1,ICOnL'v4 
0 :J 7 q I I = 1 , L C t.t, A X 
IF (I C (I I I). EC. I !-lU)C ( I I J) IC (I I I ) =I I 
·79 CO"'.:TINUE 
Ni1CDS=O 
77 READC1,100) C 
;4 ~~ I T F ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) C 
IF(C{l).EQ.DOL) GO TO 77 
IFCC(ll.NE.h.) (}\LL EPP.(l,(,f.5-FJ,fl~) 
I := ( C ( ll ) • ~\ E • E (' ) C A L L [ R ~ ( l 1 , ;~ , f. ') r, 1 , I 1: !< ) 
I F ( c ( 1 9 ) • \l f • E (' ) c (\ L L F L'. Q ( 1 () ' :~ ' f. I) ; ) ? ' I I~ R ) 
\~ Q_ I T E ( 9 , l 0 0 ) C 
"-JGC:CS=f'\BCDSt-1 
880 IF(C{?3).EQ.CUt·1) GO TO 80 
GO TO 77 
C E '\J lJ HE 1\ T I~~ PUT - !~!: G Ii'J S H I E L D I \l i'l I JT 
c 
80 ?,Et.CC1,100) C 
t--.1 '~ I T F ( 3 , 1 0 l ) C 
IF(C(l).EO.OdLJ ~0 TO 80 
IF(C( l) .NE.N) GO TO 81 
I SHLD-=0 
\-"iR.ITE(3 1 113) CC{l<.K},KK=l,60) 
GfJ TO 89 
81 IF(C{l).\JE.G) Cl\LL ERR(l,O,F:.c:;3q,JF~'<) 
ISHLO=l 
GO TO 544 
8 2 [ F { c ( 3 5 ) • \l [ • E Q ) c /ll L E R p, ( 3 5 ' G , f. 5 3 s ~ I E I~ ) 
IF(C(36).EQ.A) GO TO 539 
I5M.t'\X=O 
DO 84 II-==1,11 
IF(C(35+3*1Il.NE.C0M) GO TO 85 
[SMAX=fSk,!\X+l 
84 CONTINUE 
8 5 I S r~ A X= ISM A X+ 1 
REAO{qg,l56) CIS(IIJ,II-==l,ISMAXJ 
0 0 8 6 0 I 1 I= 1 , f S ,•J, A X 
DO 860 II=1,LCMAX 
IF ( IS (I I I}. EQ. I HLDC { I I ) ) IS ( I I I)= r I 
860 CONTINUE 
86 IGPf~.t'\X=O 
87 RE/lt)(l,lOOl C 
\4 R. I T E ( 3 , l 0 1 ) C 
IF(C(l).EQ.OOL) r,n TO n1 
I F { C { 1 ) • N E • G ) C /'J.I_ l f. F L~ ( 1 , 0 , [. 5 't (; , l !:: r~ ) 
IFCC<lG> .. NE.Eo> C!\LL FFPC1c,c,t.sltl,r~_P> 
I F { C ( 2 5 ) • '·~ E • E Q l C i\ L l F 1-' ;..' C ? 5 , C , >. 5 ~~ ? , I f ;~ ) 
I r- { C ( 1-t 7 ) ., ·~ E • E C l C /. L L E 1-' ~ ( '' 7 , C , f. 5 4 C) , I t. q_ ) 
WR-ITE(9,100) C 
f G P r,~ A X= I G P t-1 A X + 1 
88 IF(C(57).EQ.CDM) GO TO 89 
GO TO 87 
89 READ(l,!CO,END=94) C 
~1 r< I T E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) C 
IFtC(l).NE.DOL) C~LL [~R{l,C,~548,lFP) 
IF!C(?).~E.DOL) GO TO 89 
;·j R I T E ( 3 , l 2 6 ) 
94 ENDFILE 9 
49 
'..-i 1{ I T E { 11 ) T E ~ , I Y L D , I P r< r l G , I [) r< L , I •:' J , P (; r I T I_ , C L f '' , C r ·' : t_ T '·' , I_ 
XC '1 A X, 
1\ 3 UP NT M, B T r>~, L 31-' A X , I P 0 UT , I Ct. <; f , I C.·\ SF'\ , I '1 f.\ f , I C r '·! L.' , I C , ~ J ~~ 
X. c IJ s ' I s HL 0 ' 
p, I S , T S q /l. X , I G P :·1 A X 
ENDFILE 11 




c:~Ll FX IT 
990 \l~ITE(3,102) 
C~LL FXIT 
500 1.·JQ.ITf(3.,104) CC(TI),JT-==1,5) 
GO TO 15 
501 IYL0=-1 
HRITE(3, 105) 
GO TO 15 
5 0 2 l:J f{ I T f ( 3 , l 0 4 ) ( C ( I I ) , I I -== 9 , l 5 ) 
GO TO 15 
503 i.J~ITE(3,106) 
IYLO=O 
GO TO 15 
5C4 W~ITE(3.,104l (C(II},II=30,l5) 
GO TO 15 
505 1;J~ITEC3,104) (C(TIJ,II=1,5) 
G~J TO 25 
506 W~ITEC3,10't) (C(IIl,II-=ll,lA) 
GO TO 25 
507 IPROG=O 
IOBL=l 
GO TO 25 
508 W~ITE(3,18't) (C(li),II=l7,24) 
GO TO 25 
509 IOBL=O 
so 
GO TO 25 
510 IOBL-=1 
GO T·O 25 
511 1•!~ ITE ( 3, 104) {(( fl), ll-=39,·'tR) 
GIJ TIJ 209 
512 W~ITE(3,104) CCCIIl,II=2,Rl 
G·J TO 209 
513 (1 '-< I T E ( 3 , 1 ') 1t ) tCC Ill,II=ll,l7l 
GO Tfl 31 
514 1Jl{ IT£:( 3, 104) CCC II l, II=l't,2Cl 
GO TO 31 
515 vP. ITE ( 3, 104) ICC I I l, II=l'J, 25) 
GO TO 31 
516 !J ~ I T E ( 3 , 1 G 4 l CCC ITl, Il-=/t6,5tt) 
GO TO 31 
517 '/'IRITf(3 7 104l (C(Kl<),~K=l,5) 
GIJ TO 34 
51.8 '.\ K I T E ( 3 , 1 0 4 l (C(I<.K),KK=5,13) 
Gil TO 34 
519 W1{!TE(3, l,Jit) (C(KK) ,1<K=l7,2't) 
GO TO 3 1t 
5?0 WRITE(3, lQtt) {({!<K) 7 KK=27,31t) 
Gil TO 34 
521 v1·~ r T t c 3 , 1 :; 1t > {C(Kl<),KK=l 7 6) 
G:l TO 37 
1)22 r ·.~ u= 2 
~p I T E C 3, 1 ll ) 
GD TO 41 
523 I 'iU= 1 
l·J'~ITE(3,11C) 
Gfl TO 41 
524 ~~ ~ I T E ( 3 , 1 0 't ) (C(KK),KK=lt7l 
G'l TO 37 
525 1·:~ ITE(3 1 104) ( C ( K K l , 1< V.: = 1 , 6 l 
G.J TO 38 
526 ~-J R I T f ( 3, 1 0 4 ) (C{KK),KK=l,9) 
GO TO 401 
521 W~ITE(3,104) (C{KK) ,KK=60,66) 
GO TO 401 
528 \·iRITE(3, 1041 CCC KK) ,KI<=7, 14) 
GO TO 45 
529 1:1RITE(3, 104) {C( KK) ,KK=7, 14) 
GO TO 50 
530 W~ IT E ( 3, 1 0 1+) (C(KK),KK=l3, 18) 
GO TfJ 55 
531 WRITE ( 3, 10 1•) (({K!<),KK=l,7) 
GO TO 55 
532 IJ R. I T E ( 3 , 1 0 4 ) {C(KKJ,!<K=7,14) 
GO TO 64 
533 \·J K. I T E ( 3 , l 0 4 ) (C(KK) ,KK=35, 1t2) 
GO TO 80 
534 oo 604 I I I= 1, LCt-IAX 
51 
6 0'• IC(III)=ll 
I C n C L ~-' = L C M A X 
GO TO 80 
5 35 1-~ 'Z I T E. { 3, 1 0 '+ ) (({KI<),KK=l,7) 
G'l T!J ·"3 no 
536 T C l! C L '-'= L C i-1 A X 
o·J 605 II=l,LU"AX 
605 IC<IIl~II 
r,'] TCJ 77 
537 t/\ITE(3,ll3) (((K!<),KK=l 7 35} 
r,l] TO 66 
s '3':3 ·.: ::; I T E ( 1, l J 4 ) {((Kl<) ,KK=l,7) 
G!l TO 86 
51S T Sf·~ l\ X= L C MAX 
D'l 801 I I=l,LCi~AX 
BOl 1 S { I I }=I I 
GO TO R6 
540 ':I q I T f ( 3, 1 0 4 l { C ( KK} t KK = l, 7) 
SD TO 88 
5 1+ 1 ':; :::( I T E { 3 , l 0 4 ) (C(KK),KK=7,15) 
GCJ TO 88 
5 1t2 \·: -~ I T E ( 3, 1 J 4 ) {({KK),KK=22,29) 
G~J TO 88 
543 ;·: :~ I T C: ( 3, 1 J 4 l { C ( K K ) , K K = 4 It , 5 l ) 
r, ''1 TO 88 
5 1t 1+ ,n I T C { 3 , 1 1 3 ) (({KK),KK=l,80) 
G',J TO 82 
5 1t 5 ·.-:~JT[(3,113) (((KI<),KK=1,80) 
G:-1 TrJ 80 
5 It 6 \·: { I T t= { 3 , 1 1 3 ) (C(KKl,KK=l,80t 
Gfl TO 609 
5 It 7 ~~ { I T E ( 3 , 1 1 3 ) (C{KK},KK=l 7 80) 
E1E/\T=2 
GO TO 740 
548 '-1 1<- I T E ( 3, 11 7 ) 
GO TO 89 
561 ~-: ·~ J T [ ( 3 , 1 0 4 ) (C(KK),KK=8,15) 
GLJ rn 880 
562 1,-/r{ IT E ( 3, 10 4) (C(KK),KK=l6,22) 
GO TO 880 
c 
c F CR~'A T S P·1TS 
c 
1 0 0 F 0 R 1'1 A T ( 8 0 h 1 ) 
101 F~RMAT(T41 1 80A1) 
102 F'lR~AT(//T4C, 1 SUPERZAP ENTRY CARD MISPLACE~-JJB TER~IN 
XJ\TED'I 
103 FORMAT(T2, '*** BEGIN SUPERZAP INPUT ***') 
1 0 4 F 0 R M i\ T ( T 2 , ' >:< >:c 1'1 I S P L A C E 0 C H A R A C T E R I l\J • • ' , 1 0 t\ 1 , ' C4 R 0 S K I p 
XPED**') 
1 0 5 F 0 R MAT ( T 2 , ' P P A P T I A L Y I E L 0 H..: PUT C H 0 S [ N ' ) 
1 0 6 F U R M A T ( T ~ , ' # lJ S E R Y I E L 0 CUR V E C H Cl S E ~~- P f.~ fl G F~ A '-1 !1 I S T R I 9 U T 
X l 0 N C HU S E ~.J' ) 
l 0 7 r- 0 R ~· AT ( T 2 , 'tl Y I [ l 0 D A T A T A K E: N F R IY·~ r R CJ G R A ·-~ C lJ r..;, V E • ,I 2 ) 
lC8 FOR~~AT{T2,•>::,;~* 1-:Ill ~~OT CHECK POSITIC:~S :.JF YIELC CH\'<A 
XC TERS;;'** I) 
109 FDR 1'f\T(T2,'*;<[i'·1PROPER f'm. OF I''-JPUT Yii:LD :J.'\Tl, Ct"'PfJS**' 
X) 
1 1 0 F U R " ti. T ( T 2 , 1 # S E: T ~·~ lJ = l A •.~ P D t1 • ) 
l 11 F!? R 1~ AT ( T 2 , 1 H l FA V t M U U 1'1 C H A~: G E: D t } 
l l 2 != J.l R ;.1; t\T ( T 2 , 1 # SF T I~ U = PH I >!< S T G '.A A+ U~. \1 R 1J 1\ • ) 
113 FnF~AT(T2~'# 1 ,8CA1) 
114 FOR~AT(T2,'H 1 ,25A1) 
115 FOF'"'AT(T2,to,'<;'<TOO tv;M;Y COOLUJG TP1ES CR 11 ,PW'' '-HSSI'J 
XG,:<* I , 
1 1 6 F o R t, AT c T 2 , • ,:< ~< Too F MJY 8 u .::o. N uP T I ~ r= s oR 1 • , E: r J D • • ~· I s s r N G 
1 1 1 F D PY i\ T c T z , 1 -::, >:• T n c: ~1 A"'~ y c M~ o s I N o t c K * * 1 , 
118 F 1 R 1·1 AT { I IT 2 2 ' I >;: "" * T H I s DATA c lj E c K. I~ l\ s I ' I 4' I T r: Q. ~1 I i·~ ~ L E 
XR i~flR S-DAT A M 
CAY OR ~AY NOT AEON FILE IN PROPER ORlER***'/T45,'~*** 
X':'*SUGGES T NO 
DG0 STATUS TO SUPERZAP******') 
119 Ft;p"1f~T(I/T4C, '*::'>:'NO H'.ROR.S DETECTf:D-SUGGI:ST Gll STt\TIJS 
XTC SUPERZAP* 
j>:<':< I) 
12 o r= 'l F :" ,\ T c • 1 • , T s 1 , • P P o G R A r-: = z A P I N f) u r o ,\ r A c H f: c K fJ An c • 1 r 
X 51,' LEGEND:' 
E/T51,'*** DENOTES lNFOR~ATTON'/T51,'** OE~OTES ERRQR 
X CJ N C I T I 0 N M A 
ff{I(EO BY ''1>'' 1 /T51, 1 # DE~f:lTES DP.U\;P4">A SETTI'~GS') 
l 2 l F 0 R I! fl T ( I T 3 3 , 1 * >:< * F I R S T c R R 0 R ~1 f:: T F C. T fiJ I S C E F: T 1'. I '"'J -IJ T H r- R 
X E t:<. f~ C P S 1-1 A Y R 
lESULT FRO~ THIS***') 
1 2 2 F () R !'-1 AT ( I I T 7 5 ' I cAR 0 c 0 L t! i-1 N s ' I T '• 1 ' I 0 0 c c 0 G c C'.J 1 1 l 1 1 l 1 1 1 l 2 2 
X2222~2223333 
G333331444444444455555555556666tA666677/7777777l'/f41 1 ' 
X 1 2 3ft 56 7 8 9 0 l 2 
H34567800123456789C1234~67890121456789Jl234567890123456 
X739012345678 
190 1 /) 
123 F~R~AT(T2,'# PAGE TITLE fS ''',AA4,'' '') 
124 FORMAT(T2 1 '# COOLING TIME NO. •,14Al) 
125 F0Rr--'AT(T2 1 1# IRPIOIATION Tl"'E Nn. ',14,\l) 
126 F8RMAT(T2~ 1 *** END SUPERZAP INPUT***') 
127 FORMAT(T2, 1 ***CROSS SECTION OATA-EP~CRS ~ARKEO ~JTH $ 
XONL Y*** I ) 





1 5 5 F C P. ~· AT ( T 3 8 , l 1 ( I 2 , 1 X ) ) 






01TA C/80*' 1 /,00L/'$'/,BLK/' 'I 
O'J 30 K=I ,J 
30 C(K)=DOL 
\.-J R I T E ( 3 , 1 0 0 ) C 



























f~ f T RN 
SPACE 3 
USING *•1 
SH1 4, 15,SAVE 
DROP l 
USING zzz, ll 
LR ll,l 
LP 4,0 . 
CLC 0{2,4),INIT 
GET ADO~. OF TYPE OF C~LL I~O 

















4 1 15 1 SAVE 
1 
0(4,14),=F'99 1 (NO [OF, NO ER~, UNfT~ (CNST~~ 
ITIS99 B IF OSR~ = 99 
2,14 PUT OSR\J UR A( DSR.N) FHO 2 
l,=V(I!-'CFIOSH) 
0,1 * SP~lJLATE THF. C~LL FRG'~ IRCCI-1 
X'OOFO' * Tn FIOCS= FOR INIT. 

























18F 1 0 1 
F 
F 








A I F < • & 8 As E • G T • 2 1 ;\ :., n 1 ..-: ·1 \ s ~ • '- T 1 1 ~ 1 l • ' '\ s r r: '< 
f\A N 0 T E 1 3 , 1 R E G I S T E R. [. G A S E '-'f. Y r ~ :; T !"} :: U Sf r J f . ; ·-~ '\ ·~ •, S [ 
X R.EG. I 
r-~EXIT 
.qASECK ANOP 
;-1 N 0 T E * , ' f. 8 A S E I S T HE q •\ S E R [ G I S T E q F C ~-<. T 1-i I S ~· .-, l; T l ' F 1 
··1 N 0 T E * ' ' f. c 1 I s THE l 8 \·: n p 0 s ,\ v E \ ;; L.: l\ r r: ;{ J ! ~ I s i 'll) r I I: t I 



















&Cl OS 18F 
~YP&SYSNGX EQU * 
MEND 






OEF [~;E F.: 1!TPY 0 '11 '~T 
Sf T UP 3 .\ S r: ·~ i~ :; I S T t=- r I r; G 
SA V E Q ;: G I S 1 1: ,::; S l 1t , 1 '-i , .~ , 1 , ••• ~ l 
P F C V I DE ~ ,) ;F. rc S S ·I ·~ I L I T Y 
PICK UP :\')IH ;JF PH'> S.'.VE 6H_:', 
S T 0 f' [ \ ( S \ V C l I r-; C .'.. I L c ·- ' S <:, '· V f 
Sf T UP S '\ 'I ~ "· ~ i~ ~ D : J I ', 1 ~- ~· ~~ ~- r, • 
R ~~ w, c E .n n u ~ J) <; ~. v t: .i ~~ F "' 
PICK Uf1 THE fJLD S<\Vf.: ~::>.~/l Af10~ 
x. 
LM Ut , 1 5 , 1 2 ( 1 3 ) R [ S T G P E T ~.~ E c E G S • 1 t+ , 1 5 









l2(13l,X'FF 1 SET RFTllKN l~!iJ!C.I\TION 
(T'f.PC EQ '0').NORC 
< • & R c • L r • '1 o CJ 6 • l • P c n >< 
1, • RETURN CODE R.C=&R.C l S > 4005, ~C I ~~H:REf1 • 
.NORC 
15,&RC.CC,C) LOAD PETU~N CODE 
55 






D.\ T t. SEC ' M I N , HR. , D f, Y, Y R / ' S E C ' , ' '1 I ~ • , 1 1-l r,< S 1 , t ·; :~ y S • , r y 









RTM=ALPHA RURNUP TIMES 
CLT~= ALPHA COOLING TIMES 
LRVAX=~AX BURNUP TIMES 
LCM/\X= I.JAX C:OPL ING T H1ES 
oURNTi'l-=RETUR~'JED 2UR~UP Tli-'ES P1 <;EC/IrH TL'\L AS :n: "1:; 
COOLH'I=RETUR\JEC COOLING Tf'.,cs I'J s-rff\'ITI' L • . C ~ I' '• l /\ s ~- t= !'. :) 
TDI'\Y=36CC.*2·4. 
TYP=TDAY>:'365. 25 
00 10 f=l,LC~AX 
1-=CLTJA(2>>:1) 
I F ( A • E 0 • Y R ) C 0 Cl L Hi ( I ) = C fJIJ L T '·1 ( I ) ..:' T Y P. 
f F ( 1\ • ( Q • 0 A Y } COD L T f.1 ( I ) = C CJ'J L P1 ( I ) ~' T ,J 1\- Y 
IF(A.EQ.H~) CD~LTM(ll=COOLTN(fl*3600. 
I f- { A • E Q • M TN ) CO 0 L P.1 { I ) = U1 1J L T 'il I J ::' 6 0. 
1 0 C IJ ~ T I N U E 
0CJ 20 l=l,LBr1AX 
<\ = 3 P-'> ( 2* I ) 
IF(A.fQ.YR) BURNT~(IJ=PURNT~(f)*TYR 
I F- r 1\ .. [ Q • 0 ;). Y l AUt<~~ T ~· ( I ) = 0 lJ ~;.,; T i-1 ( I ) -:c T 'l,'J.. Y 
r r= { / ... E 0 • H q l e u R ~ F~ c I l = 0 u Q r·r,- ·J c r ) ,~ J 6 o 0. 
IF{A.EQ,.!·HI'l I PUR.NP~( I )-:::qUFfH'-'( r )'~60. 
20 CO~-:T Ii'lUE 
R ETtiJ:( N 
El'.lO 
SUBROUTINE OTAP~P 
C lidS RrUTIN::: p;::_r:PA}<.tS RECOP:) TYP[ R 1-JITH ,'-W ,\1-W YI!-_LOS 
c 
C fJ fA 1" 0 N P T R tt , X 9 ( 4 q ) , I Y L D , r n •3 L , X :1 C ~ ·~ ) , I ~ P n G 
fJ I ~~ F r'\ S I 0 N Q f 1 7 i , l S ( l P 0 ) , Y ( 6 8 , 1 8 0 } , '·1 X '•! ( l 5 ) , v T r; T ( l c ~) I , T I 
XILE{20) 
I ~H E G E R .1\ L 0 i~ , A H I , l L m~ : 1 8 C l , l H I ( 1 S C1 ) , P f!-Ut 
REAL LAMBDA 
PF:/\l LIBR 
r: Q U I V t, L f 1\J C E ( Q { 1 ) , rv~ A S S ) , ( 0 ( 7 ) , Y L f) l , f (,l C 1 •J ) , N /\ T r; ;.>; ) , ( (,l C 1 l 
X),NSTAT!:}, 
1 (Q{4) ,L.4N;30-'J 
0 t\ T A Y T 0 T /l 8 0 ~' C • I , I T I T L E I C I , E ~JD I ' E N 8 ' I , L I 0JU ' l I G ~ ' I 
DATA ALOW,AHI/72,1611 
00 l 0 I= 1, 6 8 




C DATA DEfiNITIONS 
C Q ( ) E L Ef·1 EN T S OF RECORD A E 0 tJ I VAL UK ED 
C ZS() MOST $TARLE ATOMIC NO PER MASS NO. 
C l HI ( ) H I GH E S MASS NO P f R Cf-1.\ I "J 




Y TCT ( ) 
y ( ' , 
TOTAL YIELD UF FISSIU~(~~SnULTF) PEP VASS ~n. 
PARTIAL YIELD OF FISSIO~ PER AT. N0. P[P M\SS 
X NO. 
C ALOW LOWEST ~lASS ~JO. CCNSIO::RED 
C AHI HIGHEST PASS NO. CC~~SIDEREO 
C AF COr<~POU~;o FISSIO'~ Nt!CLEI "lASS 
C ZF COi<PlJNO FISSH~N 1'-!UCLJ.:I ,\T. NrJ. 
C ALH AF 'J,f:~US FISSION Nf:UTRU\:S PP.IJOUCED 
C I P R 0 G S hll T C H 1- P R I •,n P ~ C' G ~ \lf T C K S C!- ~! 0 P P I N T 
C I Y L 0 S \<I T C H > 0 - ll S E l I f-'? A P. Y , -== J - US E P ~~. tJ GR. \ ·.~ :1 E K S T l) 
XL\L Y I El OS 
C .C- USE PRCGRA~~ERS PA~TTAL YIELrS 
C I T IT l f S :J I T C H = 0 - P R IN T P R OG f !'J I T iJ R HE t.. n ! ~ J G , ..., -== 0 - S K 
XlP HEADING 
C C~ECK TO SEE IF READ YlflOS FRC~ TAPE OR CA?DS 
IF( IYL0)5JC,550,14 
c 
14 IYLO= IYLD+l3 
R E .A 0 ( I Y L 0 ) A F , l F , A L H , { Y T 0 T ( I ) , I -== 4 , 1 8 G ) 
15 KEAC(l8l ZLOW 
Rf::AO { 13) lHI 
REAC{ 13) ZS 
C BEGIN PARTIAL YIELD CALCULATinNS 








ZHS=lS( IAH)+(lS{ IM-Hl)-ZS< L1H) l*(/.11-Fl·~H) 





J = ll Ch' (I f\L) 
K=ZHI(IAL) 
SlH1=0. 








y ( J, I f\l) =Y { J, I Al) +YPROG 
C OPTION - PRINT PROGENETORS 
IF(lPROG.EQ.O) GO TO 200 




g 9 W R. IT c ( 3 , 6 0 1 ) It\ l, Y PR OG 
200 CONTINUE 
201 PTR4=1 
C RL'\0 FILE 4 ANC UPDATE RECORD A 
210 R£AOC4'PTR4) ~ASS~,~XR,~XN 
IF(~ASSN.EQ.9S9) GO TO 400 
K=O 
oo 21s J=t,r-~xs 
215 K=Kt-lv'XN(J) 
DO 300 I=l,K 
K E A [l ( It- I p T R. 4 l Q 
PTR4=PTR4-l 
YLD=Y(NATO~,MASS) 
IF( IYLD.LT.G) GO TO 30C 
G=NST.ATE 
IF(NSTATE.GT.l) YLO=YLO/G 
3GO W~ITE{4'PTR4) Q 
GD TO 210 
400 PTR't=l 
IF(Illf3L.NE.ll GO TO 45C 
HRITE(3,609) 
08 410 !=ALOW,AHI 
JK~ Z L OH ( I) 
Jl=ZHI(J) 
Ofl 1-tCO J=JK,JL 




-t-50 COI\JT INUE 




500 REAO(l,605) TITLE 
Wqll[{3,606) TITLE 
501 REA0(1,603) NATUM,MASS,Y(NATOM,M~SS),ENDCK 
WRITE(3,603} NATOM,MASS,Y{NATOM,~ASSJ 
IF(ENOCK.EQ.ENO) GO TO ?Cl 
GO TO 501 
550 REA0{1,605) TITLE 
wqrTE(3,606) TITLF 
REAO(l,608) (TITLE(KK),KK=l,4),TDTA 
IF(TITLE(2).EQ.LI8R) GO TO 552 








551 REACfl,604) (YTOT(Il,I=ALDW,AHI) 
GO TO 15 
&00 FORt-'AT{'1',T55,•PPOGE~,[TUR CPTICl'\: r:rt-:-CT[:!'II) 
bO 
6 0 1 F n P r,l AT ( T 1-t 5 , 1 P R 0 C EN I T fJ;:; T (] Oj .\ I ~ • ,I "3 , ' I S 1 , r l :, . ·: , • .' T 











FORMhT('l ENO SURROUTINF- UAT~ PR~Pt) 
F •J R t.' A T ( T S , I 2 , T ? l , I 3 , T 3 1 , E 1 4 • o , T t, 6 , /'. t-+ 1 
FORVAT{5(E14.8,2X)) 
FCRYAT{20.64) 
FURi·~AT(' 1 ,20A4) 
F 0 R ~-• ,". T ( T 1 7 , I 3 , T 2 3 , I 2 , T 5 C , F 3 • 1 ) 
FGR~AT{4A4,T43,I2) 
FORMAT(' 1 1 ,T54, 1 0qLONG TA~LE G?Tin~ EF~ECT~l'//l 
F 0 R r-~ A T ( T 3 5 ' ' p A R T I ,t\ L y I E: L D T G lJ \ s c; '\ n • I ' I t, ' I ' ;\ T ' ; v r (. 
x•,I3, 




D £ t~ ENS 1 0 N Q ( l 7 l , T I T L E t 2 :J ) , "1\ Y 'J ( l "> ) 
R E A L r.\ U { '+ 2 , l 0 9 , 2 ) ., u U L , L ~.1 0 A , ~~ S 
INTEGER PTR4,E,Z 
E ·~ u r v t. L EN c E < Q c 1 > , ~ .. 11 s s , , < c t ~ 1 , L ·.~ :: ~~ 1 , 1 '"J < s 1 , .. '1 t 1 , 1 ·: ( 11.= 1 
X , NATo;~) , 
l(Q(8),NA~E),(C(9) 1 STATE) O~TA t-'UI0156*C./ ,El'Jf)/'END '!,t~Jr:Cvl' '/,Lt';'l'_l,l•1 ··d 
XNTIOI 
D AT A T IT LEI ' c 0 i'\ v , ' ' [ R T ' ' , - LA ' ' ' . ~ ;;, 0 ,'\ t ' ' = '.' u I ' l ,, :: I ' I 
D AT A I N 0 E 1 • IN 0 E • I , PH I I !J • I , J I ' r. 1 I , r.• S I ' ·-· ' I , 1 I ' ' I , '- I ' ,, 1 1 
C DATA DEFINITIONS 
C L I N E 0- P R I N T H E A 0 1 ~·I G , -. = C - S r< I P H C /\ I J ! r i ~ 
C PHI FLUX 
C I D R I NT 1- P R I N T .·~ U 1 L A ~·1 ~ D A , :'>. :\I' I G :<. X - S ~.: C T I r; "J S , ...., = C S 
XKIP PRINT 
C X(,) X-SECTION HOLD /\PEA 
C MUL FINAL MU 
C U~ U -:: 2- USE O L O M U = 1- >1U = L A i-1, 3 0 ;\ in T 1 0 ~ 2- ;:: 1 \ L~ 'J f= • .J 
X MU 
C JXSEC =!-PRINT X-SECTIONS, =0 SKIP 
C JMU =1-PRINT MU'S , =0-SKIP 
C JL~OA =1-PRINT LA~AOA, =0 SKIP 
c 
IF{IMU.EQ.2) GO TO lOCO 








C USE I N 0 E PENDENT C R 0 S S SECT I 0 N S U R ;. 1 ::: S T C t T T ,\; •,', · • -.: 1 .· \ r 1 1 \ <; 
IFlTITLE(ll.EC.INOE) GO TO AO 
c 




DO ? L=l,2 
D!J 2 I=l.,42 
2 READ ( l? ) ( f-1 U ( l , J , L ) , J = 1 , 1 C 9 l 
R E /\0 I N PUT 0 AT A IF S = C, R C r ,\ T /l. l ·~ S 4' c; - I r ::- :. <, c ~ , T (I.< 
X T 1\ H~ S G + R S 
IF HASS=C USE Sl\t-~ G+RS FOR ,~LL '1 /\)S ~~f 1 .'S T·1f<; '.T. · 1 
4 IF(E~DCK.EQ.ENO) GO TO 2GO 
R E A 0 ( l , 1 0 1 ) "J A T 0 ~ , v t. S S , S T ,'J. T F , T , ;:: , S , c~ \; ) C: K 
IF(S.EQ.C.) S=l. 
fi=T+-R*S 
1~{~4SS.EQ.C) GO TO 49 
I F ( N A T !l '-~ • ~~ E • 5 1 ) 
!I=(M\SS.NE.124) 




GO TO 21 
20 L=l 
GO TO 20 
GO TO 20 
GO TO 20 
IFI (ST/\TE.EQ.E).OR.{ST!\Tt.E~.t"'Sl) L=2 
2 1 ."-~U ( NAT GM- 2 6, •"1 AS$-7 1 , l ) = .,. d ( ~;A T C ' - 7 S , '·' iSS- 71 , L ) * \ 
G\J TO 4 
49 DO 5C K=l,l09 
0 fJ S 0 L = 1 , 2 
50 ~U(NATOM-26,K,L)=MU(NAT0~-26,K,L)~A 
I F ( N i\ T 0 i-1 • E Q • 5 1 ) J.\ l J ( 't 2 ' 10 9 ' l l = 'I,! J { 1t 7 ' l ~ '1 ' 1 ) :~ fl. 
GO TO 4 
c 
C INDEPENDENT CP.flSS SECTION R-CAOIN S.'\'~E ro::;-~/\T ,'\S ,.,::c;TC:~TT 
X S&T OUMNY 
60 IFClNrCK.EQ.ENO) GO TO ?CO 
READ(l,lOl) NATCM,MASS, ST~Tf,~,S,T,~~DCK 
IF{~ASS.EQ.O) GO TO 65 
IF{NATOM.NE.5ll GO TO 62 
IF(~ASS.NE.124l GO TO 62 




GO TO 63 
62 L=l 
IF { ( STATE.EO.r-15) .OP. C STATE .r0. 3)) L=2 
63 MU(NATCM-26,~ASS-7l,L)=R 
GO TO 60 
65 DO 66 L=l,2 
00 66 K=l,l09 
66 MU(NATOM-26 7 K,L)=R 
IF(~ATOM.EQ.51} ~U!42,109,l)=R 
GO TO 60 
200 ~RTTE{3,104) PHT,J~U,JXSfC,JL~13 
198 PHI=PHI"'.cl.E-24 
PfP4=1 
2Cl QEAOC4'PTR4l MASS,~AXR,VAX~ 
IF{MASS.EQ.999) GO TO 999 
rJ~.-= o 
O'l 202 I=l,MAXB 
202 "/,=~'.+~~AXN{l) 
C READ MASS & PRA~CH CARDS 
C R E AD C H A [ N N l] 0 E C i"l R 0 S R ED l ,"•, C E ~ U C HE: C K. C D T I 'l ~~ S 
on 250 I=l,M 
RE/\C{4 1 PTR4) Q 
PTF4=PTR'•-l 
Fll\J0(4 1 PTR4) 
N\l=NATOM 
~1 '·l= r' A S S 
IF{NN.NE.51) GO TO 220 
IF{M~.NE.124) GO TO 220 




GO TO 222 
220 l=l 
I F { { S TAT E • E (J • i-' S ) • 0 P .• ( S T i\ T F • E: 'l • '-) ) ) L = 2 
22 2 \.H)l=l·'U ( NN-26, f.~,'':-71, I. l ;"=PH I +-LM[)l\ 
~-J R I T E { lt • P T R 4 ) Q 
iF{ IPRINT.EQ.C) GO TO 250 
IF(LINE.NE.O) GO TO 400 
l I NF= 1 
·~~ R. I T E ( 3 , l 0 5 ) 
4 C 0 VF<. I T E { 3 , 1 0 6 ) i·~ A S S , S T AT E , \J A T C :J ' ':1!. fl. ._, E 
IF{JMU.EQ.E) GO TO 401 
'rJ R. I T E ( 3 , 1 0 7 ) r·W l 
401 IFCJXSEC.EQ.E) GO TO 4C2 
WRITE(3 1 108) MUCNN-26,M~-7l,L) 
402 IF(JLMOA.EQ.E) GO TO 250 
WRITE(3 1 l09) LMOA 
250 CONTINUE 
GO TO 201 




100 FOR~hT(20A4J 101 FORMATCT3,IZ,T9,I3,Alrl16,El4.9,T3~,El4.3,T5~,rl4.~,T7 
X2,A4) 
l 0 2 F 0 R 1" 1\ T (lt X , E 1 4 • 8, T 6 t;, 3 ( f. 1 , l·X ) ) 
103 FORT-~AT (' ', 21A4J l 0 t-t F 'J R M AT ( r 1 p H I -= • 
1 
E 1 4 • p , • , n P T 1 r: N S - P R. I r~ T I . l l J , X - S F C T I C 'J ) , L ~ . .., 




1.,•.,• ),41, 1 )') 
lC5 FtJRf·1/IT{' ',T42,'GPTICN TO PRPH sr;•.•r: !JR. t':.LL <--':>ICTIU'J 
XDATA fFF£::CTE 
F>' , I T 1 , 1 /', l l I S 0 T 0 P E S P R I 'H E Q - G " S 1J 'rH-= R .·-' /\ c; S :J ': ~, r- r E 
XStU'E X-SECT I 
20~4 USED FOR 1\LL ;.,,'\SSES h-L'\T Flc'·'i-="~T- 1-llfl.'j~,<; F'.;_Tf.: 1.:~ 
XTIC".' NOT EFF 
3ECTED'//) 
1 0 6 F ·1 R 1·' AT ( ' 1'1 !', s s = I ' I 4 ' A 1 ' T l l ' • A T • 'J fl • = ' ' 1 3 ' 1 2 '2 ' ' . ~ .~ •• :: = I ' .~ .( ) 
10 7 F ') R1v1 AT ( 1 +' , T 3 2, ',~o U { 1 IS EC l = 'E 14. 8) 
1 o 8 F D R 1"1 /\ r { 1 + • , r s B , • x- sEc T I n 01 ( R ,., F< n s 1 = • , F 1 4 •. ':3 l 
1 0 9 F [J R "-~ /1 T { ' + • , T 9 1 , 1 l A 1 ~ b D A. ( 1 I S c C I = ' , E 1 4 • 8 ) 






E Q U l V t.. l EN C E ( ,~ ( 1 ) , Q ( 6 ) ) , i R ( 1 ) , l) ( 2 1 ) ) 
DO lC I=l,42 
D'l 10 J:-=1,25 
PTR5=(l-1)*25+J 
REt~C(5 1 PTR5} Q 
PfRS==PTRS-1 
FIND {5'PT~~·d 
f)IJ 5 f(:::l,ll 
A(K)=O. 
13(1<)=0. 
5 cor·n I riuE 
\...J;<£TE(5 1 PTR5) 0 
1 0 C 0 r·H I N U E 
RETUR~'~ 
END 
SURROUTINE CALC , n ,- ., ., 
c c;., r-~ 0 "" p T R 4 , p r R 5 , x g 1 1 1 ) , c no L r '-'~ 1 1 1 l , x " c L f l 1 c u . 1 L - x , x 1 ( 4 2 
X), BURNTM . ,, I C l''l •AX 
rNTEGER PTR4, PTR5, GR.NCr<,DCH!< ,O~c/1 '.t u_. 
R E A l l 1'-1 0 A { 1 5 ) , l ~1 0 !\ F L ( 2 ) , ;J U ( 1 5 l ' '1 S T A T E . , . 
0 1 ME N s I 0 1\ 1...., N c ~ J K c 4 5 l , R ( 1 s l , v L n 1 1 5 > 1 8 r: F- c 1 ':J 1 1 r~ • ~ s ( 2 , 1 1 l , s r 
X.\TE(2) 
OI VE~ISION AFF{ll),~AXN(15),Q(l7) 1
' '"- ,~.~, • '\' 'B'/ 0!\TA HSTATE,ASTATE,BSTATE/ ·• ' ' ' • 
r"-JA T 0~1l =26 
PTR4=1 
PTRS=l 
C ZERO OUT MNCHK FILE 





C R ~ i\ C i\ F I l E F fl R C H /1[ N , ~'1 A X ~3 R :l N C I l f S , ~D DE S E :\ C H B ~ A ~K H 
l REAC(4'PT~~) ~ASSC,~hXR,MAXN 
IF(VASSC.E~.9S9) ~0 TO lOCC 
c 
C E\EGl~~ f"P~MJCH Ar";C ~JnOE DO lOOPS 
Dl ~C2 ~KK=l,Mi\XB 
~ K = :~/\.X ~~ ( KKK ) 
Wl o;:_,(', I=l,KK 
c 
C P[AO ~\lll)f:- IJATA 
R r:: /'.[") ( It • D T P.lt ) ~-~ As s ' R R N c H ' ~m D E ' l'' D ,'\ ( I ) ' • c~ u { I ) ' F (1 } ' y L I) ( I ) ' 
X r, .\ '-~ 1:- , S T i\ T f 1 , 
1 N 1\ f C.,, ( Q ( J J , J = 1 , 7) 
c 
C C 1-- E C K F r; R 5 1 S R 12 4 1-1 
c 
IF{~ASS.NE.l24) GO TO 30 
IF{~ATO~.~E.51) GO TO 30 
IF(SfATEl.NE.MSTATf) GO TO 3G 
PTR5=1C50 
c c I~ L (lJ L t, T F f.~ F L ,'\ T I v f: R r= c 0 R. D N 0. 
c 
J o ·n ~-' [) ::-: r:" T c · ~-? r, 
IF p";CHr, PJG~P) .FQ.O) l·1:-.:cHKP<2RR)=M.\SS 
'.~,iSS!<=I'I'ISS-:. ~~C!--11< (NBRR.) +l 
e f P 5 = ? 5 ::: I '~ fl l·~ R - l ) + ~1 A S S R 
~5 FI'..J0(5 1 f'TR5l 
C Rt:GI\J /'.CTUAL L'U><-f\UP Cl>LCULi\TIONS 
150 '11\1\J=O. 
c 
C S I G "1 A S U '-' \~ /\ T I 0 N ~" = 1 T 0 I 
n :J .tt 7 5 I'~= 1 , I 
I ! =I 
SlH~=O. 
c 
C C h E C K K K l\ N l) I c R M = I I F S n D I r: F f R E N T E 0 U i\ T Hl N S 
c 
IF!I.NF:.KK) GO TO 398 
II=II-1 
IFCI.NE.M} GO TO 398 
Ll A N = l 0 C • * K ( f-1 ) * Y L f) ( M ) t- 8 AN 
GO T 0 .tt 7 5 
C SIGMA SUM J=l TO I OR I-1 
398 00 450 J=M,II 
DPOO=l. 
c 
C PI SUM UNDER SIGl•,A SUM ON J 
n '1 Lt o 1 K = M , I 
IrCK.FQ.J) CO TO 401 
Hl DOD-= f-1U ( K) -i'HI ( J) 




C ENO PI SUM 
C CHEC~ S~TURATION F~CTORS TO ASSUMPTIO~S 
EXPP=~U(Jl*BUPNTM 
c 
IF(~XPP.LT.l.E-C4l GO TO 4C5 
IF(EXDP.GT.lO.) GO TO 404 
EXPP=l.-EXP(-EXPP) 
GD TO 405 
tt04 EXPP=l 
4C5 SU~=~UM+EXPP/( ~U(J)*DPOO) 
1+~0 CiJf\T I NUE 
C END OF SIG~A SUM ON J 




IF{~.GT.L) GO TO 471 
00 tt70 LL=M.,L 
470 Plt~O=PlA~G*LMOACLL) 
C F T\JAL SU,'-1S 
471 IF{I.FQ.KK) G[J TO 4l4 
R fl. f'-l = q /\ N-+- Y L I) ( '•1 ) >:< R ( i·~ } >!< { P [!'\.'~ D ':' S U ,,, ) ::' 1 0 0 • ;:.~UP ~n r-1 
65 
GO TO 475 1~ 7 4 R H\ = 8 A N + Y L 0 ( '1 ) * { ( ( 1 G 0 • I 8 UP t JT .'JI ) ;< R ( ti ) ';-: ( ;.J l c"' '1 D ::= S U >1 ) l + ( l 0 0 • 
X o:< R { !'·~ ) ) ) 
1t75 CONTINUE 
c 
C Er'\D OF 8URNUP T I!'-~E Cl\LCULAT IONS 
C CHECK AND TE~P STORE ANSWERS 
I~CRAN.LE.O.l GO TO 900 
8Ff(I)=BAN 
c 
C E~O RURNUP CSECT - BEGIN CUOL TI~E CStCT 
c 
00 601 LC=l,COOLMX 
I F C C 0 0 L T .'H L C ) • N E • C • ) G 0 T 0 5 C 2 
!1. F r ( L C)= BAN 
GO TO 806 
5o 2 s s u r-1-= o • 
c 
C SIGMA SlH-·1 H=l TO I 
00 600 H=l,I 
J\SUM=O. 
c 
C SIGM~ SUM J=M TO I 
DO 550 J =t~, I 
c 
C p I S U 
1







0 0 5 2 5 K ::: ,1.1 , I 




5 2 5 C 0 NT I ~,, U E · 
EXPP=EXP {-U~DA(J )>:'COOL PHLCJ} 
E~W PI SUM 
550 ASUM=ASU~+EXPP/DPOD 
END SIGM~ SU~ OVER J 
PI SUr·1 nF LA'~l3D,,S K=l TO 1-1 MlC CHECK. V:\LUE 
l==I-1 
PIA""D=l. 
IF(Y.GT.L) GO TO 60C 
DO 575 Ll=I.Ji,l 
575 PI~~O:PIA~O*LMOACLL) 
END PI SUI>, 
6 0 0 S S U" = S S U ~~ + 8 F F { H ) 1.< { /\ S WH' P I A 1,10 ) 
I F ( S S U ·~ • l T. C • ) S S U i-1 = C • 
601 AFF(LC)=SSUM 
0~ 62C LC=l 1 CCCLHX 
IFCAFf-=(LC).GT.O.) GO TO 621 
670 CiJ1VTINUE 
GO TO 900 
621 CONTINUE 
66 
C f~Q COOLING TTME CSECT 
c 
C ~RITE A~SWERS TO DISK 
c1 C 6 R E A r. ( 5 1 P T R 5 ) \J A T 0 \~ , ,r-._J A ;'-1 E , H t, S S , S T \. T E { l l , L '' D \ F L ( l ) , ( '. i': <:; { l , 
XL l,L=l, 11), 
1 D C f- K , N R. E C , S T A T [ ( 2 ) , L '·l 0 A F L ( 2 ) , ( '\ "J S ( ? , L ) , L = 1 , 1 l l , i :l ( J l , J 
X=l,14) 
PTR5=PTR5-l 
FIN0{5 1 PTR5) 
c 
C Cf-iECK STATE Of ELET--1ENT K= POSITI!Y~ IN RFCQRl) L=Sl;< 1H-CC:1 
XS HRITTEN 
K= 1 
I F ( ( S TAT E 1 • E Q • ~1 S T 1\ T E ) • 0 R • ( S T AT C: 1 • ~ 0 • 3 S T A T E ) ) K :::: 2 




WR ITECS' PTR5}f\ATCH-1,NM1E,,'-'I/\SS,ST~TE( 1 l ,L;IiJM ... L( 1), ( .1\NSCl 
X,L),L=l,lUt 10~E,NREC,STATE(2),LMDtJ.f=L(2), (/\'~5(2,L) ,L-=l,lll, (r;(J} ,J:::: 
X 1 , 1 't) 
900 CONTINUE 
902 CONTINUE 




\-.J'~ r r;:: ( 3, 8 co , 
RE TUi~I\J 
BOO FCR~AT(//' NOTF:COMPLETION- CALC') 
E ~~o 
S U :or~: C lJ T I ~ E 0 U T PUT 
67 
r:.--: rn_. r-; ~~ P T RJt , P T R 5 , X 9 { 2 2 ) , C L T'-' ( ?_ 2) , ;) U =<.1\ T1" ( 2 ) , L C' ~X , X R { 4 ) 
x, 
1PGTITL(8),IPOUT 





[) 1\ T /l. <) E- c ' .\: ·1 I N ' H Q s ' DAy s ' yR. s ' A l L /' s I ' I ~· I ' I H I ' I f) I ' I y I ' I A l 
Xl 1 /, 
f\ H l ~ ·.~ ,\ S I l 7 7 1 * 0 • I , N 1' A S S I 1 6 l * 0 I , I 0 L \ C E , T P !1. c; c I 5 , l I , K 11 f ~ I C· I 
C LC~AX = ~~X CLULING TIMES 
C 3UP~T~= tLPHA 3URN TIME CO~SIDEREO 
C DGfiTL~ ALPHA TYPE REACTION 
C C L T 1·' = A L PH:\ ALL C n 0 L IN G T I ~.IE S 
C I?CUT-= TYPE CF CUPUT OESiqEO 
C 1-,\Ll tLE"-~[NTS 2-BY ·~ASS NIJ. 3-~Y '\TfY'IC Nr'. 
C IC/l.SE = SPECIAL UPTIO~ I-TAKEN 0-~01 TAKEN 
C IC.'\Sl=~J:-::: ~~fJ. SPECU,L OPTION CUTDUT 
PfR5=1 
.!\nY=3SOC .':<?4. 
(\ y p = ;', i) y t.: ' 6 5 • 
'50 C \..J '{. I T E ( 3 , 2 <) G l I P /1 G f 
'tF:{,_JTE( 3, 2Gl l 'PGTITL,11UqNH1 
G!J Tr"' {SC1,502,503),IP(lUT 
50 1 W ·~ I T E ( 3 , 2 0 2 l ( ( C L H1 ( 2 ,'< K -1 ) , r: L T '·H 2 ~" K l ) , K = 1 , L C...l \X ) 
G:J T 0 50 4 
5 0 2 W ~ I T f ( 3 , 2 1 0 ) ( ( C L T M { 2 * K - 1 ) , C l T ...., { 2 * K l } ' K = l r L C'V1 X ) 
GrJ TO 504 
5C3 WRITE(3,211) ({CLT~C2*K-l),CLT~(2*K) ),K=l,LC~/l.X) 
50 1t LINE='> 
I p,\GF-= I P/l.GE+ 1 
GO rn (48,4q,9G,404,5),IPLACE 
5 00 400 KKK=27,66 
no 10 1=1,11 
10 S\H·~ (I )=0. 
KC HK=O 
~C HK= 1 
DO 390 KK=1,25 ) L l)£\(ll (f'JS(l J 
1 2 R E A D ( 5 • p T R 5 ) N /\ T (J ~~ , N A 1'1 E , !vl fl. S S ' S T A T F ( l r '·1 • ' · · r 
X),J=lr11), 1 11) Q 
1DCHK,NREC,STATF(?.),LMOA(2),(1\NS(2,L) ,L= ' ' 
DO 90 1=1,2 
lf(OCHK.NE.l) GO TO 48 
lll(J)=O 
DG 15 J=l,LC~iAX 
1F{ANS(I 7 J).GT.O.l Lll{J)=l 
15 CUNT INUE 
1F(Lll(I).fQ.C} GO TO 48 
01 20 J=l,LC.'-~AX 
20 SU~!J)=SU~(Jl+A~S(I,J) 
G0 TO (3C,~C,7C),lPOUT 
3 0 I F ( U1 f) td 1 ) • E 0 • C • ) GO T n 4 5 
35 TYALF=.6q3/LMOA(I) 
{~(TH~LF.GT.60.) GO TO 36 
T '·1= SEC 
GIJ TO 'tO 
16 IF{THALF.GT.3600.) GO TO 37 
T'_,=A!vl £ N 
TH/\LF=THALF/60. 
GO Ul 40 
37 IF(T~~LF.GT.ADY) GO TO 38 
f\1=HRS 
TMALF=THALF/3600. 
GfJ T!J 40 
38 IF(THtiLF.GT.AYR) GO TO 39 
T :~=DAYS 
r HAlF-= T H /\ L F I A DY 




.; (; I l: { L I "' E • [ Q • 5 • C R • ~l C H !t, • E () • 1 ) G 0 T fJ 4 3 
"'' ~ I f '::: ( 3 , 2 0 3 } M !'. S S , S f A T E: { I ) , T ~j /l. L F , T f ' , ( 'i ~ ! S ( I , J ) , J = 1 , L C ·-~ 1\ 
XX) 
GO TO 4 7 
43 W~ITE(3,204) NATC~,NANE,~ASS,STATE!Il,fYnLF,T~, 
l(~NS(T~Jl,J=l,LCMAXJ 
GU TO 't1 
45 IF{LINF.Er).S.OR.f'lCHK.tO.ll GO TO 1t6 
W R I T [ ( 3 , 2 C S ) II. ASS , STAT E ( I ) , ( 1\ N S ( f , .J l , J = 1 , L C r.~ .tl.. X l 
r~r] TO 47 





IFtLINE.GE.58) GO TO 500 
48 lf-{KK.LT.25) GO TO 49 
KCHK=KCHK+l 
lf(I<.CHK.NE.2) GO TO 49 
LINE=LINE+-2 WRITE{3,207} N~TC~,NA~E,{SU~(J),J=l,LC~AX) 
JPLllCE=?. 
\4!UTE(3,2l3) 
lF(LINE.GE.58) GO TO 500 
1t9 GO TO 90 
50 QJ 53 J=l,LCMAX 
5 3 H l 0 ;.• (\ s ( f" l'l s s J ) - H L " •. A s ( 
, ..._ . , - ' - u .,, '"" !-"A S S , J l + .\ N S ( I J '~ · /'.. S S ( ,;, A S S ) = N ~~ A S S ( 1 ~ ~ S S ) + 1 ' ) 
Gll TO '?0 
7C "J( HK =i'.iCHK + 1 
!~(~K.LT.25) GO TO go 
69 
~·J:J, I lF ( 3, 2C8) f''\TC~' ~'"'-'E IPLACE=3 ,, J·''' 'H•• _,ALL,t!CHl(,(SU'J{Jl ,J=l ,Lc··~x) 
LINE=LINE+2 
IFILINE.GE.5R) GO TO- 500 
90 C GNT P~UE 
lF(NATC~.~E.5l) GO TO 390 
lFI~~SS.NE.124) GO TO 390 




GJ TO 12 
360 PTRS=KHLO 
Kf>TR=O 
3 9 0 C fJ ~H J") U f 
<tOO C C~H PJUE 
rrCIPCUT.NE.2) GO TO 450 
IiJLfiCE="+ 
0 'l 4 C 5 I = 7 2 , l 6 1 ·.~I), IT C { 3 , 2 C 9 ) f, L L , I , N :-.1 ASS { f ) , ( H L 0' 1 '\ S ( I , J 1 , J-= 1 , L C :1 fi. X ) 
L I "; E = L Ir~ E + 2 
IF(LPJf.CE.~S) GO TO 500 
1~ 0 4 C 0 NT I N U E 
1~0 5 C !JNT I WJE 
1+ 50 1·/ I{_ I T E { 3 ' 2 12 , 
RETURN 
2 C 0 F ;J R 1'-' AT { T 1, 1 1 1 , T 64, 1 Li\ R L E 1 , I 3) 
201 FJPt~AT(T24, •FTSSION PROCUCT SPECTRA FUR Cl'.. ',>:t.";!H' ( • 
X,Ait,l •, 
lA4,• IRRIOU\TION) 1 /T43 1 1 ;\TOIAS PFR ZOO ATC"S l:ISSI(1i~CJ1 
XAFTFR COOLIN 
2G FOR'/) 
2 0 2 F u R M 1\. T ( T 3 ' t [ l E t ' T 8 ' ' ,M A s s ' ' T 1 't' I HALF- L I F F ' ' T 2 It ' 11 ( I I ' !\ 
X1+-•' •,A4)) 
2 0 3 F il R ~~AT ( T 7, I 4 , /1. l , T 1 3 , E g • 3, t\ l, T 1 3, ' 1 , f 2 4, 1 P 1 l E 1 C. 3 ) 
2 0 4 F 1l R M AT ( T 1 , l 3 9 T 5 , /1. 2 , T 7 , I 4 , .1\ l , T 1 3 , [ <) • 3 , :\ 1 , T 1 ~ , ' ' , T 2 t+ , 1 P 
Xl1El0.3) 
205 FORMI\.T{T7,I4,Al,Tl'5t •ST.fi.RLE' ,T24,1P1lclG.3) 
2 0 6 F IJ R MAT ( T 1, I 3, T 5, A 2, T 7, I 4, A l, Tl 5, ' 5 T .\ R L E 1 , T 2 4 r 1 P 1 1 E 1 0. 3 
X) 
207 FnR~AT(T4,•TOTALS FOR•,I3,1X,A2r' =•,T24,1PllElC.1) 
208 FnRM/\.T(Tl,I3,T5,A2,TB,A3,T16til,f24,1PllE10.3) 
209 FORMAT{f3,A3,T8,14,Tl6,I3tT24,1Pllfl0.3) 
2 10 F 0 R 11\ AT ( T 3, I E L E • ' T 8 , I M A s 5 t ' T 1 Lt' I I 50 T 0 p t s I ' T 2 1+' 1 1 ( I I ' f\1+ 
X ' ' I ' A '•) ) 211 FORMATIT3,'ELE',TR, 1 MASS 1 ,T13,'AT. NO."S 1 ,T24,11( 1 •, 
XA4,• •,A4)) 
I* 
2 1 2 F :J R r.~ t.. T ( 4 1 ' , T 1 4 , ' EN 0 S U !3 R oJ U T I N E 0 U T p U T t ) 
2 1 3 F 0 P t~ AT ( ' • ) 
E~JO 
SUGF1lUT INE SPCAS E( ICASHll 
C C 'J, r" ll N P T R 1t , P T R 5 , X 9 ( 2 2 } , C L T 1·1 ( 2 ? ) , t-'>U ~. \~ T .., { 2 ) , L C ~ A X 
0:'\Tt.. 8LK/' '/,S/ 1 /S'/ 




C V~RIARLES AS IN CtLC ~NO OUTPUT 
C V1Q A~E BURNT~,LCMAX,CLTM, ALL OF FILE 5 
20 1 • .J<ITE(3, 10C) IP/\GF,BURNT'-1 
'vJ Q, I T E ( 3 , 10 1 ) ( { C t T ~"' ( 2 * K- 1 ) , C L T •..: ( 2 *!<. ) l 1 K = 1, L C '·1 .'\ '~< ) 
LINE=5 
I~=>:\GE=IPAGE+l 
GO TO (21,5C),JPLACE 
21 IPLACE=2 
on 99 I= 1, ICASEN 
K. f: ti n ( 1 , 1 0 7 l N 1\ T 0 ~1 , '·tA S S 
PTR~={NATOM-27)*25+1 
F- I ~J 0 ( 5 ' P T R 5 ) 
LL=C 
IF!N~TOM.NE.51) GO TO 25 
LL=LL+l 
lc(~~SS.NE.l24) GO TO 25 
LL=LL+l 
25 REAC(S 1 PT~5l NATC~l,NA~E,MASSl 
"BSSR=~-'./\SS-1'1ASS l 
IF{r,'ASSP.GE.Ol GO TO 27 
W~ITE{3,105) NATO~,NAME,MASS 
GO TO 99 
70 
27 PTR5=PTR5-1+MASSR 
3 C R E M) { 5 • p T R 5 ) NAT OH, N AM f, ;'~ASS , S L\ T E ( 1 ) ' l '·' D :'\ ( 1 ) ' { ". '! S ( 1 ' J 
X} , J-= 1, ll), AOCHK,NREC,STATE(2),LMDA(2),(ANS(2,K),K~l,ll) 
0') 51 J-=1,2 
IF(OCHK.NE.t) GO TO 62 
Df1 3'5 K-=l,LCMAX 
IFU,I'JS(J,K).NE.O.) GO TO 36 
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 48 _ v 
3 6 H q I T E ( 3 , 1 O z ) f\i /\ T 0 r .1 , ~J,\ r·1 E , "..1 A S S , S T A T [ { J ) , L · D 1\ ( J ) ' S ' 
lfANS(J,K),K=l,LCM~X) 
GO TO 49 
48 IF(LL.EQ.3) GO TO 51 IF(STATE(J}.EO.RLK.~NO.J.EQ.2) GO TO 49 
',·iRITE( 3, 103) t~Al(m,NAHb~~ASS,STt\TE(J) 
49 LINE-=LINE+l 
lF(LINE.GE.58) GO TO 20 
50 IF(tL.FQ.3) GO TO 51 
I* 
IF { L L. EQ. 2) GO TO 60 
5 1 C'J N T I "J U E 
99 CCJNTI~UE 




GU TO 30 
6 2 ' ... n, I T f: ( 3 , 1 0 6 ) rJ !', T fJ v , N -''lr'J E, \~ t.. S S 
GO TO 99 
71 
1 0 0 FlliH' 1\ T ( T 1 t • l ' 'T 6 4 ' I TARLE f ' I 3 IT sIt' I I s flT ~J II F s 1] F s fH~ c J /\ l 
x I"JTFRrsr • 1 
c T '>4 , 1 c r R R r D r ~~ r IoN T r r-~ f = ' , fl. 4 , ' 1 , t:.. 't , 1 l • 1 , 
1 c 1 F I] R \' .1. T ( T 1 , • f L [ I ' T p ' ' fJ, A s s ' ' T 1 4 ' ' D c y c c ~~ s T I ' T ? 4 ' 1 1 ( ' I ' ,, 
X '~ ' ' I ' A 4 ) ) 
1 0 2 F 0 q '·1 .1. T ( T 1 , I 3 , T 5 , A? , T 7 , I'+ , A 1 ., T 1 3 , l P f 'f • 2 , :\ 2 , T 2 Lt , l 1 F l C • j ) 
103 f·1~~'.Al{Tl,I3,T5,t~2,T7,I4,Al,T43,'THIS ST.\Tl: H<\S C1J~JCEr~ 
XT~ATlCf'JS OF 
X l E: R C F 0 R ,\ L L C 0 n L I N G T If~ E S 1 ) 
1 o 4 F u r~ ·"1 /\ r ( r 1 , • 1 • , r 1 4 , • E "' fJ s u ~· R nuT I f'.) '= s P t c I ,.., L I s r; r r= o E 11' J r p 
XU T' l 
lQ5 F:,R'•1 l\T(Tl,I3,T5,t.2,T7,I4,T44,'THIS fLF.'·~!::I'\T 'HH F-r: 1J'·;!1 1 
XN /t~'Y CECAY 
YSCHE'1 E - ELE.'\ACNT GUTfJUT IGNOR!:fl') 
1 0 6 F :J '< '·~ ,"J, T ( T 1 , I 3 , T 5, /12 , T 7, I lt , T 4 4 , 1 T HI S c r~ T I R E f L E '·' [ \ T h ,\ S 
XC (J N C E r,n R A T { 0 
7 f\J S C F Z E R 0 F fJ R A L t C U 11 L IN G T Il-1 E S' ) 
107 FC1RMI'\T(Tl2, [2,T2 1tri3) 
E\JO 
S U 8 R CJ U T I N E I~ EAT 
C C 1'-H" n N P T R 4 , P T R 5 , X 9 ( 2 2 ) , C L H' ( 2 2 ) , R U ~. N T ;~ { 2 ) ' X l ( lf+ ) ' I ~-i !: ·\ 
X T, I C nnU-1, 
llC{ll),NBCDS 
fNTfGER OCHK,PTR~,PTR5 
f) I'·' ENS I 0 N fd l l ) , R!l N S ( 1 1) 
O~TA GANS/11*0./,WCONV/1./ 
'.-r~ I T f ( 3, 1 0 1 ) BURNT M 
fF(IHEAT.EQ.l) GO TO 2CO 
IPLJ\CE=l 
\.JRifE( 3, 102) W~ITE(3, 104) ((CLTM(2*1C(K)-ll,CLT~(2*TCCKJ)l,K=l,ICO 
XOLH) 
f)Q 30 I=l,NBCDS 




IF(MASSR.GE.O) GO TO 8 
WRIT[( 3 1 107) NATOM,NJ\i'},E,NAS 




C A l l HE AT 2 ( A , rl A :'\i S , P T R 5 , I C , I C c-; C L '·1 , ; .. C ~: ~·: v , ·-.: •1 T r~ ·.• , ... 1\ s XS) 
2 0 \~ ~ I T E ( 3 t l 0 6 ) N A T G M , ~J Ji i·~ E , i·l ;~ S S , ( :\ ( K ) , K = 1 , I C • J r~ L ·~ J 
30 CilNTINUE 
GO T!J 50 0 
200 IPLACE=2· 
\·i q I T E ( 3 , 1 0 3 l 
W ~ l T f ( 3 , l 0 4 ) ( ( C L T l·l { 2 ,.,_ I C { K l - l l , C L T .., { 2 * I C ( :-; ) > l , ~ = 1 , I C 
XOOLM) 
Df1 20':) I=I,lC50 
PTRS= I 









lOC FORMf,f{T 12, I2,T20, I3J 
1 0 1 F n R f.1 t, T { • 1 • ' T 4 1 ' • '3 E: T A 1-' E A T I N G :> p T I cl '~ [: F r t: c T F [) ( I ' r, II ' ' • 
X, :'\4, 
l ' I R P I D I f, T I G "-j ) ' / T 5 l , '0 U T PUT I S 0 r: I\ ? l1 ~ ;\ T Ci ·.1 S F I S S I ll··: t: J 
X' ) 
102 FrJRI·1AT(/T4l,'SELfCTED F:U::::i"'[f\;TS LISTE:fl FOR HfT.\ r:r:r.:~.y I 
XN rJ.EV ' 
111 T 3, ' EL E' , T 8 , ' ~-· t~ S S' ) 
103 FORiVt",T(!T 1t7,'T0Tt'll 1-iE~TT~G FOR '-\~Tl~ 'Jf=Ci\Y P·J '-'CV 
X'///) 
1 o 4 F :J R r.,., ,\ r t • + • , r 1 3 , ' r: o o L r r ,v t: s = • , r 2 4 , 1 1 < • • , A 4 , • • , .'lit 1 , 
10 5 F 0 R H iH ( T 4, ' T 0 TAl PET 1\ H F t\ T Ir~ G := ' , T? 't, 1 P 1 1 t: Uj. 1 ) 
106 FURMAT(T1 1 [3,T5,A2,T7,J4,T24,1PllE10.3) 
1 G 7 F f] R M ."'. T ~ T 1, f 3, T 5, {.J, 2 , T 7, I 4 , T 2 7 , ' E L E ~" E \; f .'J [l T r= r' U '! :; I • i '\ 1'\Y 
X DECAY SCHEM 
1 E- E L E f': E N T 0 E L E T E ll ' ) 
1 0 8 F 0 R t-1 AT ( ' l ' ) 
END 
SUR R OtJ T IN E HEAT 2 (A , R MJ S , P T P 5 , I C, I C. 0 C L ·-1, l..:C t]\J V , ,\J t\ T ~~ i·~, >I,, S 
XS) 
D T 7-J ENS I 0 N A ( 11 ) , R fl. fJ S ( 1 1 ) , I C ( 11 ) 
lNTEGER PTR5,0CHK 
REAL L:--lOA{2) 
0 I r.~ E N S [ 0 N Q ( 14 ) , C T ( 2 , 1 1 } , N DC Y I 2 ) , R fJ ! 2 ) , G 1 ( 2 ) , ~ 2 ( :? ) 
E ou I vALE: N c E { Q ( 1 ) , N DC y ( l ) ) ' ( Q ( 3 ) , R I) ( l ) ) ' ! IJ ( ') ) 'R l ( 1 ) ) ' 
X(Q(9),R2(U) 
3 0 C R E /1 0 ( 5 1 P T R 5 ) NAT C ~_., , N A FE , 1·1 1\ S S , S T , l I·~ 0 A ( l ) , ( C T ( 1 , L ) , L = l , l 
Xl) ,OCHK,NRR, 
lSI,l~OA(2),{CT(2,L},L=l,ll),Q 
D~ 306 LC=l,ICOOLM 
306 A{LC)=O. 
'* 
IF{OCHK.~E.ll GU TO 334 
IF(NOCY(U.fQ.O) GO TO ~21 
0~ 320 LC=l,ICOOLM 
H L D= C T ( 1 , I C ( L C ) ) - C T ( 1 , I C ( L C l ) * c: >: :> ( - L • · ! ''I ( 1 ) ) 
!:J.{LC)=HLD*PD( 1 l *f"'l( 1)'~1-!C:U~!V+/.(L(l 
IFCNGCY(l).EO.l) GG TO 320 
fl. ( l C ) = :\ ( L C ) + H L 0 :::' ( 1 .. - '~ C· { 1 ) l ;~ il l ( 2 ) * ·,\ C ! l ~ ~ V 
320 CCJNTINUE 
321 IFCNDCY(2).FO.Cl GO TO 331 
0 .-J 3 3 0 l. C = 1 , I C 0 G l r-, 
Hlr.:=CT(2, ICCLC)J-CT(2,IC!LCl )*t:XP(-L'()/'d?l) 
/\(LC)=fdLCl +HLD*~fJ{ 7)*:'<2( 1 l*\-;C·J:"!V 
I F ( f'! C C Y ( 2 ) • E 0 • 1 ) G 0 T 0 :J, 3 G 
/>. ( l C ) = ,\ ( l C ) + H L 0 * ( 1 • - ~; C ( 2 ) ) ;" P. 2 I 2 ) ,:: \. C J ~ ~ V 
33C ClJNTINUE 




S IJ G R r; U T I ~J E S H T E L 0 
73 
CC~IM(]~J PTR4,PTR5, X0 ( 2~) ,CL H'{ 22), ;',LF'. T''!)), X' ( 7'' l, I s111_ 
xo, 
1 I S ( 1 1 ) , I S ;.., !i X , l G P r) A X 
[~TEGER DCHK,PTR4,PTR5 
R. c A l IJ' 0 r\ ( 2 ) 
0 I l"i E i\ S I 0 1·~ I•J DC Y ( 2 ) , ;-.; D ( 2 l , c; ( 2 , 2 } , C T ( 2 , 1 1 l , r, P · ~ t~ X ( c C ) , 
1 G f) H r i·, ( '1 0 ) , I G P ( 8 C l , f':. \; S ( S 0 1 1 1 ) , 7 r< r1 ( 2 ) , 7 :~. ( 2 ) 
O·~Tfl MJS/SP.O':'C./ 
0 1] 1 0 1 = 1 , I G P 1·1 A X 
1 0 R E A G { 1 , 1 (, ·J ) I G r { I ) , G P rr /; X I £ l 1 G ~ '" l t ~ ( I ) 
00 20C I=l, 1C50 
PTP.5=1 
R E A 0 ( 5 • P T ~ 5 ) N l\ T 0 :'~ , ~J 1\ !' [ , '1 /1 S S , S T , L •.1 D .'\ C 1 l , ( C T ( 1 , t_ ) , L = l , l 
XU ,CCHK,NRR, 
/\SI,L"1Df.(2), ICT(2,l ),L=l,ll),~JDCY,?rJ,?='r•,(';( l,Ll ,L=l ,?) 
X, lR, 
BCG(2,L),L=l 1 2),QQ,OQQ 
IFCOCHK.NE.l) GO TO 2GC 
DO 90 K=l,2 
IFCNGCY(Kl.EQ.O) f.O TO 90 
no ?C J=l,IGP~AX 
IF ( G { K, 1 ) • G E • G P r-1 IN ( J ) • /1 ·~ 0 • G ( K, 1 ) • L F • G D ·~ :\ X ( .J ) ) --; n T C 1 9 
GO TO 20 
18 OJ 19 LC=l, ISMAX 
1 9 A \J S ( I G P ( J ) , L C l =AN S ( I G P { J ) , L C l t- i~ D ( 1Z l o>; ( C T ( K , I <:; { L C ) l - C f ( ~ 
X, IS(LC))* 
lEXP(-LHO/I{K))) 
GO TO 21 
20 CONTINUE 
21 IF(NCCY(K).EQ.l) GO TO 90 
DO 40 J=l,IGPMAX 
'* 
74 
IF{G(K,2J.GE.GP~·~li''(Jl.ANJ.G(K 1 2).LE.G?;_,~AX(J)) Gll TO 38 
Sr:J TO 40 
38 f)l 39 LC=l, ISJviAX 
3 9 !J.. ·~ S ( I G P ( J ) , L C ) =A 1\.i S ( I G P ( J l , L C ) + ( l . - P D ( '\ ) l ~' { C T ( K , I S ( L C ) ) 
x-
tcr (K, TS<LCl )'n:XP(-L:'Q,\(Kl)) 
t+O C ';i'( T I ~~UE 
9C C U\ T r NUE 
2 0 0 C !~ N T T \' U E 
\,'L<.lT[(3,10l) PURNTM 
\,· :~ I T f ( 3, 1 0 2 ) ( ( C L T ~~ I 2 * I S ( I l- 1 l , C L T ;1 ( I S ( f ) ::: 2 ) ) , I = 1 , I S l·i A 
X X ) 
D'J 2?0 J~l, IGP.'·'AX 
Q,J 21<i 1=1, IGP~AX 
I F ( J • 1\: E • I G P ( I l l GO T 0 21 8 
:·i -<. I T E ( 3 , 1 0 3 ) I , G r ~~ I ~J ( I ) , G P t·J A X ( I ) , ( '\ ~~ S ( I , I S ( L C ) ) , L C = l 
X , I S r·, A X ) 
r;rJ rn 220 
218 CUNTit~UE 
2 2 0 C ·~ ~ T ! 'JU E 
t:' E TUP. r~ 
1 C C F '] P ') .\ T ( T 1 1 , I 2 , T 2 L', F n • 2 , T 4 8 , F 6. 2 ) 
101 Fr-:.~i".'I.T(' l 1 ,T4C,'GA!\11''~ E:\JEPGY G~~CJUP CPTim~ (F~='ECTEO(•,A 
X It ' ' I ' 1\ /+ ' 
1 1 r F ;:.; r D 1 1\ r I t; ~ J l ' 1 r 4 1 , 1 c u r P u r I s A T Cl ,v s P E 1:(, 2 o o t·, T r: 11 s r I s 
X S l L· ~, E D I "J E N 
zr: f{CY GRClUP') 
1 u 2 I= i } ;:: r.· \ r ( I T f3 , I L [' ~~ E p • ' T 1 7 , ' u p p f p I I T 13 ' ' :: N t R. G y ' , I 1 7 , ' r: :~ E ~~ G y 
X I IT?' I (;p. I' 
t, T 1 , • n n U ~J D ' , T ~ 7 , 1 I~ C U ~ J f) ' , T 2 A , ' C C I~ L I \J G T I '-' c S = ' I T 2 , ' N [J • 
x 1 , r r< , ' { r1 c v l • 
il ' T 1 7 ' I ( II E v ) I ' T 2 /i f l 1 ( I I , A /t ' I I ' A 4 ) ) 
103 FJR~nT(Tl,I3,TA,F7.3,Tl5,F7.~,T24,1Pllf10.3) 
1 0 '-+ F fJ f< ~· !\ T ( ' 1 ' , T l 2 , 1 E r·~ 0 S U :~ R ~l U T I ~J E S ~~ T E L 0 ' ) 
E~D 
C T~IS IS PROGRAM ENOZAP 
I* 
Df:Fif\JE FILE 1t(24CO,l7,U, 14) 
fJEFINE FILE 5{l5CC,45,U,l5) 
D T '·1 E "~ S I 0 N N "' N ( 1 5 l , I I I ( 3 ) , P G ( 4 ) , ~J 5 ( 6 ) , Q ( It 5 ., , X S ( 4? 1 C 9 2 
X),YLO(l8C) ~ ' ' 
I 1-t= 1 
2 G R E A f:' ( 4 ' I 4 ) t-1 S S , ~,,.A X '3 , N N N 
W~ITE(R I ~SS,~AXB,~N~ 
IF(PSS.EQ.999} GO TO 24 
'-1=0 
0 ~J 2 l I = l , ;., A X R 
2 1 "1 = i·A + \J T\J N ( I ) 




G1J TO 20 
24 F\JD FILE 8 
[5=1 
DO 25 I=1,105C 
RE/IC(5'!5) Q 
I.J '{ I r E r a l o 
2 5 C'J N T P< U E 
END ~"=ILE 8 
I I I , R G, ~l 1, i'-J 2 , N 3, N 4, N 5 
III,BG,Nl,N2,~~,\J4,N5 
0 J 1t It L = 1 ' 2 
l) J 1t It I = l ' t. 2 
!<EA:JC12l 
\,1 ~ r n= c a 
(XSCI,J,L),J=l,l09) 
CXS(I,J,L),J=1,109l 
1t 1t C fJf\;T l 1'\UF 
E ~~ 0 f I L E A 
O'l f:Sl i<..K==7 1 10 
K'<K=KK+-7 
qfAOCKKK) YLD 
W~ITE(8 ) YLD 
f:'JD FILE 8 
51 CJNT I NUE 
DO 55 1=1,2 
REAC(1R) YLD 
WRITE(8 ) YLO 
55 CONTINUE 
R E A C ( 1 R ) YL 0 
WRITE(8) YLD 












C THIS IS CHKZAP 
I* 





30 qE~0{0,lOO,FND=99) C 
\-./ R I T E C 3, 101 ) C 
GO TO 30 
9 9 R E fl G ( l 1 ) [ E P , I Y L C , I P R G G , I 0 2 L , I ._, U , P G T f T L , C l T r -~ , C ··~ r: L T 11 , L C 
XM,\ X, ~URNTM, 




h' ~ I T E ( 3 , 1 J 2 ) [ E R , I V L D , I n r<- 0 G , I 0 ·~ L , I : ~ U , ? ;-; T I T L , C L T ,,, , C i j C L T 
4l~JRNTtJ., BT1V, L Gi-~i\X, I POUT, I CASf, I U1 SEN, I:-k.D T, I CrJUL'1 , I C, \~ 
XCDS, ISHLO, 
5 I S , I S '-1 .~ X , I G P t'- A X 
C\LL EXIT 
100 FOR\A.'lT (80!\l) 
101 ~OR~AT{' •,80Al) 
l 0 2 F 0 R .,, ~ T ( 5 ( 2 X , I 4 ) , R A 4/ ?. X , l 1 ( 2,1 4 , 2 X l I 2 X , l 1 ( F 1 0 • 1'" , l X ) I 2 X , I 
X It I 1 l ( F 1 G • 1-t ' 1 
A X ) I 2 X , 1 1 ( 2 ll. 't , 2 X l I 1 g ( 2 X , l It ) /1 3 { 2 X , f 4 ) ) 
1 C 3 F ·J r.u.,.. !\ T ( ' 1 0 lJ T PUT F R [J ~vi 9 { 8 C A 1 ) ' ) 
l 0 4 r rJ I<'" iH ( ' 1 CUT P U l F P U '·l 1 1 ' ) 
El\JD 
C THIS IS F48UG 
Q{MFNSION N(l7) 
PHEGFR PTR4 
DEFINE FILE 4(240C,l7,U,PTR4) 
PTR4=15 
C F I R S T i·!O R 0 I N F.. E C 0 P D 1 'J S H 0 U L 0 B E 7 1 - I S C ll 41'~ G f~ D HE R E P1 
'* 
X 999 
REI"\0(4 1 PTR4) N 
N(U=77 
PTR4=15 
vmiTE(4 1 PTR4) N 
Cl\LL EXIT 
END 
C THIS IS PFILE5 
DIMENSION Q(45) 
PJTEGER PTR5 
DEFINE FILE 5(15C0,45,U,PTR5) 
DO 50 1=5,8 
DO 10 J=l,5 








100 F]R~,t,T(I3,A2, 14,212, 1Cfl0.3) 
1 0 l F 'J R f-1 AT ( I 3 , /l. 2 , ! 4 , A 1 , 1 2 E 1 0 • tt I 2 I 2 , .'\ l , l 2 t l •: • t+ ) 
END 
77 
C ThiS IS DCYPRP 
0 I 1"'. E 1\i S I 0 N Z ( 9 C ) , G fl.;.', ( S C l , u c l ( 0 C I , L ! 4 l , 1.( ( 1+ > , C ( 1t l , n { 4 ) 
DI~E~SIO~ OUT(31) 
I''JTEGFR PTR5 
f)'\T~ RLK/ 1 1 /,L/12?,12P,l4A,15Z/,K/"!l,':d,[-d ,6~/ 
DEFINE FILE 5(15C0,45,L, 0 TR5) 
00 10 I-=72, 161 
B=I 
G ,\ fv\ { I - 7 1 ) = { 1 • + R '!' * { . 6 b 6 7 ) /1 2 8 • l * 7 A. • '~? • I o. 
Z( I-71)=77./GA11{ I-71) 
lC OfL( I-71 )=f 33.5/(8*'::.75) );-:z. 
DO 5 l--=1,4 
B= l { I ) 
Q.::: GA :J { L { I ) -71 ) ::' ( 13- 7 ( L ( I ) -71 l-. S) 
O=ABS(Q+CEL(lfll-71)) 
~=l(L(Il-71) 
I F ( ~~ '~ S { B- K { ! ) } • L f • 1 ) G iJ T 0 2 
[F(~JS(8-K(l)).Lf.2) GO TO 3 
C(l)=Q 
D < I ) =0 
GO TO 5 
2C{I)=.85*Q 
0(()=.15*0 
GO TO 5 




12 READ(l,100,EN0=999) ~l,TIYN1NP1,NR2,~l,R2 
IF(Ml.NE.O) ~=Ml 
KKK=O 






,'>1 A S S R = N- M A S S 
PfR5=PTR5-l+MASSR 
FINO (5 1 PTP.5) 
Q=GAMCN-7l)*(Z(N-71)-8-.5) 




2G Q= A P, S ( Q) 
13= M 
IF{A3S(B-Z(~-7l)l.LE.ll GO TO 25 
IF( An.s W..,.Z(T\-71)) .u=.2) GO TO 27 
R=0.5 
GD TO 3C 
25 Q=.85*0 
R=.l5*Q 
Gn rn 30 
27 Q=.4~*0 
R=.55*Q 
30 'H 1=0. 
RFti.C(5 1 PTR5) OUT 
PTR5=PTR5-l 








IF{M.E0.5l.ANO.N.EO.l2?l GO TO 35 
If(~.FQ.53.A~O.N.EO.l281 GO TO 36 
!F(M.FQ.6l.ANC.N.EO.l46) GO TO 37 
IF(M.EQ.63.AND.N.~O.l52) GU TO 33 
GO TO 1t 1 
35 Bll=O 
812=C ( lJ 
G ll=R 
G 12= 0 ( ll 
GO TO 66 




GO TO 66 
37 B ll=Q 
Bl2=C(3) 
Gll=R 
G 12= 0 ( 3) 
GO TO 66 









GD TO 66 
4 1 IF ( 1'\ P 1 • ( Q. C) GO TO 55 
qll=O 
G 11 =R 
IF(NR.l.EQ.l) GO Tn 55 
ll2=4LlS(0-.3ll 
Gl2=R 
55 IF ( r.; R 2. E 0. C ) GO TO 6 5 
TF(TI.CQ.aLK) GO TO 58 
R21=!•0S{Q-.25) 
G2l=R 
~7 IF(NR?.EC.ll GO TO 65 
~22=;\RS{C-.25) 
G22-=R 
GJ TO 65 
58 \,:") 1=. 5~<0 
IF(Q.GE.l.) G21=1./Q 
GO TO 57 
65 IF(KKK.EQ.l) M=99 
79 
6 6 \·; :~ I T E ( 3 , 1 0 1 ) v , N , ~ R 1 , N R 2 , R l , R 2 , S l l , '"'> 1 2 , G l l , G l ? , [~ 2 1 , '3 2 2 
X,C2l,G22 
~·: R I T E C 5 ' P f R 5 ) Q U T , 1\ R 1 , ~; R. ? , R 1 , R 2 , 3 1 1 , 4 1 2 , z; l 1 , G l ?. , R 2 l , ~ 2 2 
X,G?l.G.?.? 
GO TO 12 
qgg C·\LL tXIT 
100 f=fJR,,'v~.~f(I2,Al, I3,212,2F5.2) 
1 0 1 F J R 1·1/\ T ( .2 X , I 2 , l X , I 3 , 2 I 2 , 1 0 E: l C • 3 ) 
E\JO 
C THI~ IS DATAl 
C THIS PUUTif\!E H!ITI:\LIZES AI'JO RE<\DYS FILES 4 A"lD 5 + l 
c 
X H I , ll mJ , l S 
0 I 1~ F ··~ S f 0 N N S ( 1 6 6 , 7 2 J , N 0 D t: { 2 C C ) , R ( 2 C 0 ) , S f .H E ( r; C > , ~ ~ fl. T C: ~ 
X(200), 
t '~ tl.. '-1 F { 7 2 ) , '-1 1\ S L Cc \·~ ( 7 2 ) , Z 1- k 0 ( 1 2 J , I Z F: R 0 ( 2 ) , l S ( 1 A G J , ~ 1\ X N { l 5 ) 
X,)(l6), 
2~~N{17l,NAMlEC2COJ,~/\SS~(2C0) 
R ~~A L ~·~U, L'•1D /:.( 20 0 ) 
PH E G E R f\ R N C H { ? C 0 ) , Z H I ( l >W ) , 7 UJ W { 1 8 C ) , ? T R 4 , P T R 5 
D~TA IZER0/2*C/,ZER0/12*0./,MASLOW/72*0/,BLK/' '/,NS/1 
Xl952*l/ 












ON S ( 10 4, 4 5) , N S ( 1C '3, 1t 5 ) 
x, 
,NS£83,36) ,NS{8tt,35J .NS 
,~JS(95,4U ,NS 































, 1\S( 110,471 f I•J S ( 1 l 1 J It 7 ) 
,NS(ll3,t-t8) ' "J s ( 1 l ~) ' 1t 7 ) 
' !\! s ( 1 1 7 ' 1t 8 ) 
,1\S{ llCJ,ItC) ,\;S( 1.2: ,t~c) 
,"';S{l23,5L.) 
' f! s ( 12 7' 50) 'j';S(127,S2) 
,NS(l2°,52l ,\Sil2°,5ti) 
,:--JS(l3l,54l , ~~ s ( 1 3? '5? ) 
,i'l$(135,54) 
N~S{14S,62) ,NS(151,63)16C*?/ ,NS(l52,~1ll3/ 
f) ~ T.t\ Y L 0, ~';U I 2 *0 • I,~~ [ N 0, IS, "1 S I q g 9, 51 , 1 2 1• I , ',~C' n< I 7 2 I 
DATA 0116*0.1 
DATA FOR NSTATf RECORD B N0.2 
0 .\ T A N S ( 7 8 , 3 3 ) , N S ( 1 0 7 , 4 7 ) I ? >:< 2 I , P T R tt , P T P 5 I 2 ~' 1 I 
0 AT A N MJ\ E I 7 2 ;;, ' 1 I 
C OATA FOR ZHI,ZLUW,ZST~RLE RECO~O TYPE C 
D ,'\ T A l S I 6 9 * 0 • , 3 1 • ? , 3 1 • S 'Vt , 3 1. g ~' S , 3 2 • 3 5? , 3? • 7 3 f:J , ·_n • 1 2 Q 
X,13 .. 501+ 7 
A 3 ~ • P R A, 3 4. ?. 7 2, 3 4 • 6 56, 3 5. 0'+ 0, .., '5. 1+ 2 1+ , V'i. '3 C P, 3 t.,. l o? , v- • '57 
X6,36.960, 
s 3 7 • 3 4 4 t 3 R • 1 6 ". ' 3 8 • 5 5 5 , 3 8 • 9 4 5, 3 s . 3 3 6 ' 1+ c. 1 8 ~ ' 1t J • 5 :-j c; ' 1t c • q d 
X2,4l.379, C41.776,42.173,42.57C,42.967,43.3~4,4J.7bl,~~.l~R,44.55 
X5,44.952, 
0 4 ') • 3 4 g ' 4 5 • 7 !+ 6 ' 4 6 • lit 3 ' 4 6 • 5 4 0 ' 4 6 • 9 3 7 ' 1t 7 • 3 3 4 ' 1+ 7 • 7 11 ' 4 A • l 2 
Xi3,LtP.525, E49.922,49.319,49.716,49.557,49.93C,5C.3C4,S0.677,~1.C5 
Xl,50.750, F51.100,51.450,51.8CC,52.15C,~2.50C,52.8r,C,5~.2CC ,5~.~5 
X0,53.900, 




l62.C81,62.441,62.798,63.155,63.512,63.86S,63. 0 13,64.27 
x-7,64.640, J65.001,65.08C,65.45C 7 65.B2C,66.32C,66.56C,66.9~1:,67.30 
xo, 15*0.1 
DATA ZHI/71*0,3*32,33,3*34,35,34,15,1*36,37,3*18,39,3* 
X '+ 0 ' It 1 ' 5 * 4 2 ' A4*44 7 45,3*46,47,46 7 47,46r2~48,4S,48,5J,43,4*SJ,51,52,S 
Xl.,3*52,53, 
Rl 
r~ 5 * 54 ' ') 5 ' 4 ~' 5 b ' 5 R ' 57, 5 K' :, <J ' C) p ' 3 o;: '<) ' ') :;. '_)? ! ) ., . .i, ! ~ l : I .. X , 2 * 6 6 , l 9 * 0 I .. ' ' ' . " ' . • ' . > ') 
0 ·". T A l L 0 ',-;I 7 1 * C· , ''~ * 2 7 , 3 *? P , ~ ,~? r; , ? ;~ ·~ t~ , ~ J. ~ l ~ .• 1 , , , , \ -o. ·: , /• 
x,3*35,2*36, ' ' ' -
c 3 r , '3 :::, 'e , 4 * J s , 3 * 't c • 7 ,: ,, 1 , ";': ,, 7 , ".; 1, 1 ·) •. :, 1 1 ;' ,. " , ~ . . ) . , • ,. 
_ _ _, f , l t ' i • 1 - t ' ' J , ·• f • ) 
X*4P,Z*49, 
D .5 ·) ' 3 * 5 1 f 2 * 5 2 f :! ;': 53 f 3 * 5 it t ? ::: 'j r;: ' ,.2 ~- ) :) , 3 -~ ') 7 , ; =~ ·.1 ' , : ·~ ': · ' ~ 1 
. . • ' 1 :• ( ' ' 
X9*0/ 
c 







h 0.ITE{lA) 7HI 
·~-JQITE{l8) lS 
OEFI:\JE FILE ~(24CC,l7,U,PTP'-t) 
DEFI\E FILE 5{15CC,t,~;>,U,PfQ')) 
PTR5=l 
PTRtt==l 
1 R t: {\ c ( 1 ' 6 c 0 ) ~ ~ t. s s c ' I) II X B 
[F(~ASSC.EO.~FNQ) Gn TO 80 
IF(t:.\SSC.r,Jt:.-.1Cf--:K) CLl TD t,QQ 
Oil 5 [=1, 15 
5 'li\Yi~ {I }=0 
·~-= 0 
.) ·.: fl r; CH II If~ C II P D S 
~ L~C f'lfd'JCI-' CARDS 
i) '1 5 0 1 = l , ~ .\ X R 
Q. c ~ C ( l, 6 G l) : ~ t\ S S fl., '' t'\ X ~H-: 1 ~ .". X :·l( I l 
r r= c c '-: ,...._ x B c • ~·~ r . I l • c P • r '' .\ c; s r, • · J F • ·' 1 c; c;:: 1 1 ; · J r I 1 1, -> 1 
K = :-~ ~ '< ~H I ) 
C READ ~~ODE (l,.:{CS A'JC STr><E D."d;~ r~~ r:rnr= 
DO 5C J=l,K 
M=~+l 
R E MJ c 1, 6 c z l ~ :, s s r-.:, n 1:. ~!C l1 1 ·A l , ·:I' ; t= c v > , 1. ._, l :. 1 · • 1 , r: r ,, , , 
l \ll\rl E E ( ;~ ) , '-1/\ <) Sf, ( .M ) , S T AT F· ( ·-\ ) , r\ ;\ T l '·I { ;-I ) 




C HOLD DATA FOR RECORD TYPE A 
NAME{NNATCMl=NAMEE(M) 
I F ( 1-J AS L 0 W ( N NAT 0 r~ } • E Q • C l I·~ f. S L r 1·;( :r-. ,n C" ) = ·~.'iSS~ 
50 CONTINUE 
c 
C \)RITE CUT REC!JPOS IN USE:fiRLE Ffii~.··~ ff) -'1 -\STfP !J'Jlf 
W ~ I T E ( 4 1 P T R 4 l '-1. ASS C , ~~A X~ , r: .r. X N 
WRITF£3,700) ~AS<;C,~~XG,MAXN 
DO 60 I=l,M 
~~ t. = F A S S A ( I ) 
N=N/\TfJM(l) \~ R I T E ( 3 ' 7 0 1 ) I'~ As s A { I ) ' B R \! c H ( I ) ' '.J ') [_) t= ( I ) ' L \1 ;') ,, ( I ) I' J , :::( ( I ) 
X,YLO, 
82 
1 N 'H1 E E < I > , s r A r u I > , N , N s u~ l'\ , , J 1 ~-· c 1 1 L - 1 , 1 ,, , ' ' ... ' - ,.) 
\'\ R I T E ( 4 ' P T R 4 ) ,"1 /1. S S /\ ( I J , t-3 F r~ c 1 l ( I 1 , ~.: ·'; ~ r: 1 ' ) l ·:' l ' ( y l X ) 'y l f)' .. ·- t ' . . . .• ' 
1 N !\ fv': E E ( I ) , S T /1. T E ( I l , ~J , t~ S { M h , ~ l , 1 •! ( L l , L = 1 , ') ) 
60 CO~H Il'~UE 
f-·~CHK='~CHK+l 
G'J TO 1 
80 ~~ITE(4 1 PTR4) MENn,Q 
c 
C \>IRITE CUT fOR!'-1/lT FOR /\ TYPF RfCfl'<OS 
c 
I* 
DO 100 1=27 1 66 
_,,=MAsLow ( [ ) -1 
\-1 R I T f ( 3 ' 7 0 0 , I·~ I~ s UJ \"1 { I ) 
O;l 100 J=l,25 
M=M+ 1 
H R I T E ( 5 1 P T R 5 ) I , N A :.1 [ ( I ) , 'J. , B L K , Z f R. r; , I 1.. f f~ L , f'< L K. , ,,- f-' l; , I l 
XERO, 
l(){L),L=l,l2) 
l 0 0 C 0 NT Pl\J E 
orJ 105 1=1,49 
'ti ~ I T E ( 5 1 P f R 5 ) I l t P. 0 ( 1 l , R L '<. , I Z [ o 'J { 1 l , ~ L v. , l :: (' '' , I 7 ,- c 'l , •' L V. , 
X l E R n , .I Z E f~ 0 
l, (Q(L l ,L=l, 12) 
105 CONT fNUE 
;p, I T E { 5 1 P T R 5 ) I S , r.J h '.' t I I S ) , '·1 S , f1 L K , ;::: 1.{ 'l , I IF ') ( J , '' L I{ , .~ f ;., r:; , 
X IZERO, 
l{!J(L),L=l,l2) 
g9'1 ( 1'1.LL [XI T 
-'t 0 G \--! R I T F ( 3 , 6 0 3 ) '·: C H K 
GO TD qq9 
401 WQITE(3,604l~ASSCYI 
GO TO 909 
2 \~ ~~ I T E ( 3 , 6 0 5 ) :\1 A S S C , I , J 
GO TO 999 
600 FORMATCI3,TlO,l2) 
6Cl FORMAT(I3,TlO,I2,T2l,I2) 
6 0 2 F '1 R r-J, A T { I 3 , T 1 0 , I 2 , T 2 1 , I 2 , T 1+ 8 , E l 2 • (; , T 6 ? , F P. • 6 , T 7 l , '' 2 , 1 X , I 
X3,A1,13) 
6 0 3 F D RM AT ( 6 X , ' ERR 0 R ~ /1. L T - I N rUT C!! ;\ I ~ 1 , I 1t ) 
6 o 4 F o R r~ AT r 6 x , • E R P oR H A L T - 1 N ? u T c H \ I "~ ' , I 1+ , 1 ' c: ~; c I ~ ' , I 2 ) 
6 0 5 F:] R MAT ( 6 X ' ' E R p 0 R HAlT- II~ puT c H /1. I ~·J ' ' I 1 t ' ' 0, ~ 1. c H I ' I 2 , I ~J ·l I) E 
x•,I2) 
700 FOR~ATC17(2X,I4)) 
7 0 1 F 0 ~ 1~ A T ( 3 { 2 X , I '• ) , 4 ( 3 X , E 1 2 • 1+ l , 2 ( 2 X , ,'1 1+ l , ;~ ( ? X , I 1t ) , f, F 1+ • C· ) 
END 
C THIS IS OATAlX 
OIMENSION YLD{l80) 
DATA YLD/lRC*O./ 
DO 6C K=l4,17 
REAC(l,99) (YLD(I),J=l,3) 
I* 
R::AD{ 1,100) (YLO( I), I=7Cd60) 








C THIS IS PXSEC 
'* 
OIMFNSION Xl42,1C9,2) 
00 10 L=1,2 
D'l lC 1=1,42 
lC :{E.l\0(12) (X{I,J,L),J=l,l09) 
ill) 20 I=B, 14 
fVJ 2 C J= 1, 10 
J,J =J + 71 
I I= I+ 26 




C THIS IS PRT4 
OIME~SION MAXN(l5J,Qfl7) 
P~TEGER PTR4 
DEFINE FILE 4(24CC,l7,U,PTR4) 
PTRA= l 




DO 5 J=l,N 
5 t-1X=I'AX+MAXN(J} 
DD 20 J=l,MX 
gEA0( 1t'PTR4) Q 
wr~ITE{3,70l) 0 





7 0 1 F 0 R M A T ( 3 ( 2 X , I 4 ) , 4 ( 3 X , E 1 2 • 4 ) , 2 ( 2 X , r\ 1+ ) , 2 ( 2 X , I 1t ) r 6 F 4 • (. ) 
END 
'* C THIS IS PYLO 
DIMENSION YC180) 






1 0 0 F 0 R ~' /1 T ( 1 1 E 11 • 4 ) 
E\JD 




0 '\ T A X I g 1 5 6 -,;: c • I ' X ( 1 q , 3 3 f 1 ) 111 c • I t j I I P, I I ' F I I -~ I I 
!).\Tfl Xf42,1C9,1)/15./ 
1 ~EAD(l,lCC,ENC=50) I.,J,K,Y 
L=l 
IF ( ( J • f 0. J) • 0 P • ( J. EO. r·H ) l = 2 
X(K-?6, I-7l,L l=Y 
GO TO 1 
50 fJil 55 L=l,2 
DO 55 I= 1,42 




KNOWN ERRORS IN PROGRAM 
1. Change irridation to irradiation in subroutines 
OUTPUT, SPCASE, HEAT, SHIELD and ZAP. 
84 
APPENDIX 3 
Description of Input 
85 
Input to ZAP is done on alphanumeric coded cards. At 
least one card must be chosen per group. Comments may be 
placed on any input card when it does not overlay an option 
field. The ",END" where specified may be extended into com-
ments (i.e., Group 7 last card may be ... TIME 09 ,END COOLING 
TIMES). Comment cards may be placed anywhere i~ Jata deck. 
They are denoted by a dollar sign in column one and any le-
gal character including blank other than a dollar sign in 
column two. 
It will be noted that cards should be written exactly 
as shown because of spacing. ZAP checks key characters 
in input and not the entire card. Therefore misspelling 
will not necessarily cause errors. Key position will be 
explained below. CAUTION: begin all cards in column 1 
as this position is always checked. "END" or ",END" must 
be properly placed to denote end of sections. 
Lower case "b" denotes blank. Lower case "x" denotes 
data. "x" fields without decimal point are fixed point 
numbers and must be right justified. "x" fields with a 
decimal point are floating point fields and a decimal point 
may be anywhere within a field. "A" fields are alphanumer-
ic character fields and letters must be right justified. 
"+" denotes column 1; "]" denotes options; ")" denote neces-
sary cards under an option (See INPUT CARDS). 
1st card - has dollar signs in columns 1 and 2. User 
comments in columns 3-80. 
Group 1 - Key checks are columns 12 and 33 
If 1] 1s chosen the program calculates partial 
yields from the distribution shown in equa-
tion (9) of theory and chooses a mass yield 
curve as specified 1n column 53. Yield 
curves 1 and 3 denote fissioning of U-235 
by 1 MeV and thermal neutrons respective-
ly. Yield curves 2 and 4 denote fission-
ing of PU-239 by 2 MeV and thermal neutrons 
respectively. 
If 2] is chosen, the program distribution is 
taken, but mass yields are read from cards. 
Za) is a title card. It must be present 
and all 80 columns are a comment. Zb) de-
notes type of fission reaction constants 
used. If constants are desired from a 
yield library, (reference yields of pre-
ceeding paragraph) choose desired curve 
data and place number 1n column 44 of card 
Zbl). If all data is to be read, use cards 
under '">'o?) ... - . Key checks in 2bl) and 2b2) 
are columns S-8. Key checks in 2b3) are 
columns 14, 16, 22, and 49. Zc) are input 
86 
yields per mass number. Card format is 
5(El4.8,2X). There must be exactlv 18 
; 
cards with an "END" in columns 78-80 of 
the last card. 
If 3] is chosen, the program expects partial 
yields (i.e., yields per mass number and 
atomic numbers) as input. Card 3a) is a 
title card and is identical to 2a). There 
may be as many 3b cards as necessary to 
complete input. The ",END" must be pres-
ent to denote end of section. Key posi-
tions in card type 3b) are columns 8, 20 
and 30. 
Group 2 - Key checks are columns 14, 15, 21, and 39. 
The cards themselves are self explanatory. 
Progenitor yields are the different between the sum 
of the calculated partial yields in a chain and the 
actual input yield. These progenitors correspond to 
elements which decay instantaneously to the first 
member of the input chain and are thus treated. 
The so-called "oblong table" is a table of cal-
culated partial yields. 
Group 3 - Key check is column 4 
If 1] is chosen, the program skips calculation 
of mu and leaves mu's unchanged. 
87 
If 2] 1s chosen, the program uses lambda for mu. 
If 3] is chosen, the program calcul3tes mu as 
shown from input information. Choose 
either Westcott averaged effective cross 
sections (card 3al) or input cross sections 
(card 3a2). 3b gives neutron flux and op-
tions may be chosen. If any character 
other than a zero or blank is in columns 
64, 66, or 68, the corresponding option 
of printing mu, cross sections, and/or 
lambdas is effected. The entire text be-
ginning with ",OPTIONS" need not be pres-
ent. 3c) is a double purpose card used 
with both 3al and 3a2. See listing under 
"input cards" for details. 
Group 4 - No positions checked 
This card is a user inserted page title 
heading. Only 32 columns are used how-
ever all columns may be filled. 
Group 5 - Key column checked is 9 
These cards (from 1 through 11) are the 
cooling times (i.e., time after reactor 
shutdown). Columns 1-4 contain the time. 
Columns S-8 contain the units of time. 
88 
Units are to b~ chosen from "SEC", "MIN"~ 
_''DAYS", or "Y~S", (right justified). 
89 
The cooling times must be sequentially 
numbered beginning with 01. These sequence 
numbers to be placed in appropraite columns. 
Again, ",END" denotes end of section. 
Group 6 - Key columns checked are none 
Identical to Group 5 except that these 
cards indicate irradation time (i.e., time 
for which reactor is at power) 
Group 7_- Key columns checked are 7, 11, and 15 
This group indicates type of output de-
sired. If no output is desired, choose 
-
card d]. If only selected isotopes are 
desired, choose card c] with as many b2 
cards as necessary to obtain desired out-
put. Card al determines how output is 
collected. "ALL ELEMENTS" outputs each 
isotope with non zero concentration by 
atomic number and sums concentrations for 
that atomic number. "MASS NUMBER ONLY" 
outputs sums of all concentrations by 
mass numbers. "ATOMIC NUMBER ONLY" out-
puts sums of all concentrations by atomic 
numbers. If selected isotopes are also 
desired> use card bl with as many b2 cards 
as necessary in addition to card al to ob-
tain desired output. 
Group 8 - Key columns checked are 11, 19, 38, 39, 41 
Group 
44, 47, so, 53, 56, 59, 62, 68 and 71 
If 1] is chosen, no beta heating is calculated. 
If 2] is chosen, beta heating energy from all 
elements for indicated cooling times is 
calculated and printed out. 
If 3] is chosen, beta heating energy from iso-
topes listed on cards 3~ and for cooling 
times indicated is calculated and printed 




as necessary to obtain desired output. 
Key columns checked are 10, 25, 35, 36, 38, 
41, 44, 47, 48, so, 53, 56, 59, 62, 65, 
and 68. 
is chosen, no gamma grouping is done. 
is chosen,. gamma grouping for all cool-
ing times indicated is done. Card type 
Zb)gives. group number, upper and lower 
energy limits in MeV. Group numbers must 
be sequential beginning with 01, but need 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Example of Program Procedure 
The calculation of rm and Ym from basic nuclear data 
is demonstrated for the mass number 133 in a fission of U-
235. 




( . 0 1 S) 55 S 2 . 6 7m 20.3H~· Stable 
In---- Sn ____ Sb I 
5.27/ Cs 
Xe Te 
2 • The multibranch decay scheme may then be broken 
into the six equivalent straight line decay branches 




rl rz r3 r4 
.015 X em .626 Xe .611 Cs .015 I 
__ ,... 
- Tg 
rs r6 r7 




r1 rz r3 
.611 .611 Cs .611 I 
----
Xe 













Te .24~ I .091 
rs r 6 
Sn .006 
rz 
I . 006 
rs 
Sn . 2 7 :Z. 
rz 
T , 2 7 3 
.L-
Sb . 2 7 3 
r3 
X .273 ~ e Cs .273 
r7 
Cs • 002 
rg 
Branching fractions, r. ' l. are then utilized 1n the 
nuclide concentrations for each decay branch. The ter-
ruinating r. of a branch 1s determined by the product of 
~ 
all branching fractions in that branch from the element 
of interest to the end of the branch. It is important 
to note that the ri for a given nuclide must sum to unity 
when all the branches of the chain are considered. The 
equivalent branching fractions for the fourth branch of 
the chain are: 
118 
r 1 - r 8 = (1) (1) (. 72) (.13) (1) (.976) (1) = .0913536 
(Only 1st 3 d~gits noted on branches) 
r 1=r2=r3=r6=r 7=r 8 since all atoms beginning this 
chain must pass through the nuclides repre-
sented by 1,2,3,6,7, and 8 of this branch. 
r 
r 4 = 3/. 72 = .126875 
rs = r 3/[(.72)(.13) + .28] = 
.2445128 
for a check 
r = 7 r 6/[6024(1) + .976] = .0913536 
The equivalent branching fractions for branches 1 to 
6, respectively, of the chain for r133 have the values: 
.0150336, .6113664, .0022464, .0913536, .00672, .27328, 
which sum to unity. 
3. The total mass fission yield for A=l33 from 
Table I is .06558. 
4. To calculate the most probable atomic number for 
the heavy fission fragment, the nuclear reaction for the 
fission of U-235 by 1 MeV neutrons is used: 
u235+ 1 
= Af = A£ + Ah + 2.6 nl n 92 0 0 
236' z£ 92, A9.. + A = 236 - 2.6 = 233.4 where: A£ ;::: = h 
since Ah = 133, then A£ = 100.4 
The most stable atomic number, for both heavy and 
light fission fragments is 
119 
zsh = 54.950 (Ah_ = 133) 
z = 43.916 
s9. (A .Q, = 1 0 0 . 4 ) by in t e r -
polation 
The most probable atomic number for the heavy fis-
sion fragment is (from equation (7)). 
zph = 1/2[92 + (54.950 - 43.916)] = 51.515 
5. The partial fission yields may then be calculat-
















Y(Z,A) = Y(A)P(Z) 
Z- Z (A) p (Z) Y(Z,A) p 
-- ----
2.515 .0009 .7319xl0 
1.515 .0563 .3726xl0 
.515 .4327 ,2838xl0 
.485 .4458/2 .1462xl0 
.485 .4458/2 .1462xl0 
1.485 ,0622 .4084x10 
2.485 .0011 ,385lxl0 
3.485 .000015 .1968xl0 
sum~ .06554 
t t l·n this branch. element Te has two s a es 














File 4 Fortran FT04F001 dsname=BEKLIB.RECA11.PER1v14 
This file is constructed as a direct access file for 
update purposes. There are two separate types of records 
(a and b) which are borken into 17 words and written in 
binary . 






Mass or chain number 
Maximum member of straight line 
decays in this chain 
Maximum number of nodes in branches 
1-15 respectively 

























Number of elemental states of this 
element 
Word No. Informati-on 
12-17 Blank 
Trailer Card (1 each) 
1 999 
File 5 Fortran FTOSFOOl dsname=BEKLIB. RECB12. PEffi.15 
There are 1050 of these records on a direct access 
file written in binary. There are 25 records allotted 
to each element with two states being contained in each 
45 word record. Record 1050 ii reserved for the element 
















State (1 of a possible 2) 
Lambda (1 of a possible 2) 
Final concentrations for cooling 
times l-11 respectively (1 of a 
possible 2) 
Check word - 0 if no data here, 
1 if data i$ present 
Check word - number of states in 
this. record 
Identical to words 4-16 for 2nd 
state if present 
No. of possible decays (0,1,2) 












No. of possible decays (0,1,2) of 
2nd state 
Decay chain branching ratio to 
next element or elemental state 
(states 1 and 2 of this record 
respectively) 
Beta decay energies to elements 
or element states from 1st state 
of this record 
Gamma decay energy to elements or 
element states from 1st state of 
this record 
Identical to words 36-39 for 2nd 
state of this record 
Blank 
Fortran FT09F001 dsname=BEKLIB.INSTREAJf (in 
File 1 Fortran FTOlFOOl dsname=BEKLIB.INSTREAM (in-
SUPERZAP) 
This binary file contains 1 record of 112 words of 
constants and control parameters for the s~bprograms p£ 







Number of errors detected in ZAP 
Code number specifying yield data 
to be used 
Code number specifying progenitor 
option 






















Code number s.peci_fying how mu is 
to be calculated · 
Alphameric output page title g2ven 
by user 
Alphameric cooling times (2 words 
per time) 
Numeric cooling times 
Maximum number of cooling times 
(~ 11) 
Numeric burnup times 
Alphanumeric burnup times (2 words 
per time) 
Maximum number of burnup times 
(< 11) 
Code number specifying output format 
Code number specifying special out-
put case 
Maximum number of elements in special 
output case 
Code number specifying type of beta 
heat calculations desired 
Maximum number of cooling times to 
be calculated by beta heating 
Cooling time code numbers to be 
used in beta heating calculations 
Maximum number of beta heating 
cards read 
Code specifying type of gamma cal-
culations desired 
Cooling time code numbers to be 





Maximum number of. gamma ene_rgy 
. groups 
File 11 Fortran FTllFOOl dsname=BEKLIB.ZAPDATA 
This file contains all other data needed by SUPER 
ZAP that came from ZAP. It is written 80 character card 
images with number of records determined by options chosen. 
File 12 Fortran FT12F001 dsname=BEKLIB.XSEC.PERM12 
This machine language file contains the thermal cross 
sections for evaluati~g Westcott effective cross sections. 
This binary file contains 84 records of 109 words each. 
Cross sections are arranged as follows: 
DO X STATE = 1,2 
DO X NATOM = 27,66 
DO X 1v1AS S = 7 2 , 161 
X Cross section (NATOM, MASS, STATE) 
File 14 Fortran FT14F001 
File 15 Fortran FT1SF001 
File 16 Fortran FT16F001 
Fil~ Fortran FT17F001 
dsname=BEKLIB.YLD1.PERM14 
dsname=BEKLIB.YLD2.PERN15 
dsname:::BEKLIB. YLD3. PERL\116 
dsname =BEKL I B. YLD4. PERJ'.11 7 
The~e four files contain the information for each of 
· ld curves (See Appendix 5). the four resident mass yle . 
They each contain one record of 180 words. They are: 
Word Information 







Compound fission nucleus atomic 
number 
Work 1 minus average neutrons re-
leased per fission 
Yield in atoms normalized 200 atoms 
per mass numbers 4-180 respectively 
File 18 Fortran FT180F001 dsname=BEKLIB.RECC18 .PERJ;H8 
This binary file contains 3 files of 180 words each 
corresponding to the lowest, the highest, and the most stable 
atomic numbers per mass number 1 through 180 respectively. 
File 3 Fortran FT03F001 SYSOUT=A 
This file points to the output device to be used. 
126 
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